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ABSTRACT
Environmental

Analysis of the Upper Cambrian

Formation,

Nounan

Bear River Range and Wellsville

Mountain,

North-Central

Utah

by
Larry

L. Gardiner,

Master

Utah State University,

of Science
1974

Mnjor Professor:
Dr. Robert Q. Oaks, Jr.
Department:
Geology
The Nounan Formation

in north-central

Utah thickens northward

from 696

feet near Causey Dam to 1147 feet at High Creek in the Bear River Range, and
northwestward

to 1149 feet at Dry Canyon in Wellsville

contact of the Nounan Formation
ward into limestones

of the Bloomington

The Nounan Formation
characters:

is sharp,

Formation

composed of dark,

stratification

environment.

(dunes), oncolites,

dolomite;

dolomite with tongues
light and dark dolomites

and sandy carbonates.

The lower member was deposited
tidal to intertidal

based on lithologic

medium-crystalline

composed of white, coarse-crystalline

with local arenites

down-

as much as 6 feet.

of dark dolomite; and (3) an upper member of interbedded
and limestones

The basal

but dolomite extends irregularly

is divided into three members

(1) a lower member

(2) a middle member

Mountain.

Evidence
oolites,

in a high-energy,

shallow-marine

includes sets of low-angle
and rip-up

clasts.

cross

sub-

X

The middle member forms distinctive
of thinly laminated

algal stromatolites

ledges and cliffs.

and relict structures

lower member indicate a subtidal to intertidal
for the lower member.

environment

The white color and coarse

sulted from recrystallization

The presence

seen also in the
similar

crystallinity

to that inferred

may have re-

of the dark, finer grained dolomite that comprises

the lower member.
The upper member is characterized
of limestone
Quartz

are greatest

in the north,

and other terrigenous

upper member,

arenites

tho St. Charles

Formation,

increasing

subtidal environments,
positional

quartzites)

is gradational

each section and readily located.
varying but overall

are scattered

at intervals
dolomites

of sand near the top also.

(subarkosic

throughout the

at the base and

The upper contact,

of the Worm Creek Member of

overall,

but is sharp and planar in

In the upper member,

algal mats trapped a

influx of quartz and feldspar,

and vertically

Thicknesses

to only a few feet in the south.

of sandy (arenaceous)

near the middle and an increase
with quartz-rich

and decrease

minerals

with a marker

by lithologic variability.

stacked hemispheroids

probably in shallow
suggest that de-

conditions may have included intertidal.

Virtually all of the dolomite in the Nounan Formation
replacement

of lime sediments

by downward-moving

is postulated

that these brines originated

in restricted,

must have formed by

high-magnesium
shallow,

brines.

It

subtidal evapo-

/

rating basirn:1, such as the Great Bahama Banks today, and associated
flats.

Lateral

changes from limestone

supra tidal

to dolomite overall and also in individual

beds of the upper member indicate that the brines travelled

laterally

as well as

xi
vertically,

and that dolomiti zation may have been limited as much by prior

diagenetic

alteration

and cementation

proxlmlty

of the brine itself.

as by the volume, concentration,

(121 pages)

and

INTRODUCTION

General Statement

This report

describes

the Upper Cambrian

a detailed study of the environment

Nounan Formation

Mountain of north-central

Utah.

is primarily

dolomite

is the dominant lithology.

overlain

by the Worm Creek Member of the St. Charles

The Nounan was selected
widely exposed formation,
seas near the cratonic

In the study area (Figure

margin of the Cordilleran

based on lithology,

variations

of these members;

with emphasis
and shapes,

on mineralogy,
lateral

and is under-

a resistant,

Its deposition

miogeosyncline

in shallow

makes the

of ancient environments

of carbonate

of Investigation

of this investigation

members

Formation,

is

diagenesis.

Purpose

The purposes

and

1) the formation

for study because it is generally

and it is easily accessible.

and post-depositional

carbonate,

(Figure 2).

Nounan ideal for the study and understanding
deposition

of

in the Bear River Range and Wellsville

The formation

lain by the Bloomington Formation

of deposition

were:

and to determine
(2) to describe
sedimentary

changes in rock types,

(1) to divide the Nounan into
the lateral

extents and thickness

the major rock types of each member,
structures,

color,

grain types,

and vertical

successions;

sizes

(3) to analyze

2

the environments

of deposition

of each member;

and (4) to determine

the origin

of the dolomite.

Location

The northern

boundary of the study area,

tcndH from Bear Lake on the east (111

0

the Utah-Idaho

~rn'Wlongitude)

Mountain on the west (112° 00'W longitude),

a distance

State Line, ex-

nearly to Clarkston
of 26 miles.

boundary of the study area extends from the Causey Dam quadrangle
Canyon, at 41° lS'N latitude

and 111° 30'W longitude,

Ogden.

The distance

southern

boundary is approximately

any farther

southward

been reported

from the northern

because lithologies

at 42° 00'N latitude,

to the

The study area was not extended
of the Nounan have not

perhaps primarily

because

in the Bear River Range, which is a

Outcrop belts trend NNE-SSW at a low angle to the block-faulted
These belts flank two parallel

synclines

on the west side of the range dip eastward,

yon, 3 miles north of Brigham
1).

to

of the Wasatch Range east and south of Cache

east side of the range dip westward.

(Figure

about 26 miles westward

characteristic

were measured

trending extension

of this range.
Outcrops

near Ogden

thrust plate ends just south of the study area (Figure l).

Most of the sections

Valley.

50 miles.

south of the Causey Dam quadrangle,

the Paris-Willard

north-south

boundary,

The southern

separated

whereas

by an anticline.

outcrops

One section also was measured

City on the western

margins

flank of Wellsville

on the
in Dry CanMountain

3

Sections 2, G, G, 8, 9, and 10 were measured
on the flanks of mountain crests,
mountain slopes where forest

whereas

in partly forested

the others were measured

regions

on the lower

cover is absent.

Many of the areas were close to fairly good roads which allowed regular
motor vehicles

to get within one-half

mile of the sections.

G, 7, and 9 were far enough into the mountains

wheel-dri

ve vehicle could approach

high enough in altitude

them.

However,

that only a pickup truck or a four-

Half of the sections

that snow prevented

sections

investigation

measured

were

until at least June.

Early snows usually end the field season by late October.

Field and Laboratory

Methods

The study area was picked on the basis of accessibility
that good control could be maintained
within.

The sections

on the formation

are spaced generally

and location,

thickness

so

and lithologies

10 to 12 miles apart (Figure

1).

Between June 15, 1972, and October 3, 1972, 50 days were spent in the field
measuring

and describing

pending on thickness
measure

ten stratigraphic

and accessibility

sections,

and collecting

samples.

De-

it took from 3 to 7 days to locate and

each section.
All of the sections

were measured

and a staff five feet long (Kottlowski,
City) was the only portion measured
intervals
readings,
bed-by-bed

of approximately

1965).

an Abney level,

The upper half of section 10 (Garden

with a 100-foot tape.

10 to 12 feet stratigraphically

depending on dip of the beds).
measurement

with a Brunton compass,

Samples were taken at
(every two or three

Steep cliffs required

in parts of some sections.

the use of direct

4

Sedimentary
ripple marks,
structures,

structures,

including cross-laminations,

and scour-and-fill

structures

including oncolites,

such as colors,

grain sizes,

bedding thicknesses,

5-7).

were described

were also described.

trace fossils,

and nature of the upper and lower contacts,
to determine

within the Nounan and also variations

Such maps arc useful in determining

configuration,

including the shoreline,

during deposition,

and recorded.

unconformities

Algal

Lithologic characteristics,

types of original grains,

Isopachous maps were constructed
of the members

planar laminations,

variations

lithologies,

were described.
in thicknesses

in total thickness

the relations

(Figures

of rock types t.o basin

and for evaluating the effects of tectonics

within the formation,

and post-depositional

erosion.
Insoluble residues
centage and composition.

were isolated from 13 samples
X-ray diffraction

and on their insoluble residues
detect any minerals

Thin sections
position,

crystal

was used on selected

to determine

compositions

which might characterize

amounts of terrigenous

material

present

marker

at several

shapes and origins,

tions, amounts of terrigenous

material

in some samples.

tions of the hand specimens

persistences

beds, and to determine

present,

the

(Tables 1, 2).

ghosts of carbonate

degree of dolomitization

vertical

bulk samples

of 41 samples were made and studied for mineralogic

or grain sizes,

Stratigraphic

their per-

of each rock type, to

localities

such as oolites and oncolites,

present

to determine

or other ·diagenetic

comgrains
altera-

and the nature of laminations

Also, the thin sections were used to check classifica(Table 3).

cross sections

showing exposures,

of other sedimentary

features

lithologies,

colors,

and

(Appendix D) were drawn up

G

to gl vc visual aid In making the physical
and in analyzing the depositional

correlations,

shown in Figures

:3 and 4,

environments.

Terminology

Carbonate
carbonate

rocks are sedimentary

minerals,

and dolomite is a carbonate

mite makes up more than 50 percent
Pendexter,

rocks that contain more than 50 percent

1962).

If the carbonate

of the carbonate
composition

mite, the rock is simply called a dolomite,
contain 50 to 90 percent

dolomite,

(Leighton and Pendexter,
rock,
percent

ah appropriate
quartz grains,

in calcite comprises

minerals

is greater

whereas

Miere

than 90 percent

if the carbonate

is used, e.g.,

impurities

dolo-

minerals

dolomite

exist within the dolomite

if the rock has between 10 and 50

it is called a quartzose
more than 50 percent

dolo-

(Leighton and

the rock is called a calcareous

1962, p. 51).

modifier

rock in which the mineral

dolomite.

A carbonate

rock where-

minerals

is a limestone.

of the carbonate

If there is between 10 and 50 percent dolomite present,

the rock is called a dolo-

mitic 1i mes tonc (Leighton and Pendexter,

Limestones

percent

terrigenous

quartz grains are quartzose

In this report
of the various
of micrite,

micrite

the classification

carbonate

rocks.

amount of sparry

with more micrite

1962, p. 51).

of Folk (1962) is used in detailed naming

Where intraclasts

the allochem grains of a sparite,
are less than 25 percent

is based on grain types,

and grain size (Folk, 1962).

than spar is called a micrite,

is called a sparite.

limestones.

This classification

calcite,

with 10 to 50

amount

A limestone

and one with more spar than
comprise

more than 25 percent

the rock name is intrasparite.

of the allochem grains of a sparite,

of

Where intraclasts
and oolites

constitute

G

more than 25 perecnt,
replacement
structures,

the rock name is oospuritc.

origin; as a result,

Most dolomites are of

many exhibit ghosts of original grains and

so that a dolomite with relict oolites is called an oolitic dolomite,

and, if intraclasts

exist,

In this report,

an intraclastic

dolomite (Folk, 1962, p. 70).

rocks with greater

grains of sand size are called arenites,

than 50 percent quartz and feldspar
and compositional

modifiers

are added

where needed (Folk, 1968).
Sizes of original allochems
grade scale,
according

whereas

are classified

sizes of recrystallized

to Folk (1965).

line.

or replacement

In the latter classification,

mm and 0. 06 mm are fine crystalline,
medium crystalline,

according to the Udden-Wentworth

crystal

grains are classified
sizes between O. 016

those between 0. 06 mm and 0. 25 mm are

and those between 0. 25 mm and 1. 0 mm are coarse crystal-
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PREVIOUS WORK

Very little work has been done previously
north-central

Utah.

Many people,

on the Nounan Formation

including Walcott (1908a, b), Mansfield

Deiss (UJ:l8) , Williams and Maxey (1941), Williams
have described
general
scribing
charts

Cambrian

setting.

(Hanson,

1952).

and especially

Walcott (1908a) designated

to the Nounan in de-

1970, 1972), and in correlation

This is the first detailed report

with the Nounan Formation

studies or as part of a

Others have referred

Upper Cambrian fauna (Lechman-Balk,

(1927),

(1948), and Maxey (1958),

the Nounan only as part of more general

regional

in

that deals specifically

with its environments

of deposition.

the area east of Soda Peak (west of the town of

Nounan, Idaho , in the Bear River Range) as the type locality for the Nounan Formation . He also described,
(Walcott,

generally,

the Nounan in Blacksmith

1908b).

Mansfield (1927) measured

the Nounan in the type area,

a lower light gray and dark gray coarsely
upper,

thinner bedded limestone,

measured

Fork Canyon

crystalline

with a t.otal thickness

the Nounan in Blacksmith

where he described

dolomitic

limestone

of 1050 feet.

Fork Canyon, but apparently

and an

Deiss (1938)

included the

upper 150 feet of Bloomington at the base of a section 900 feet thick, and failed
to reach the overlying

Worm Creek Member.

evidence was insufficient
Cambrian.

t.o determine

In these earlier

studies,

fossil

whether the Nounan was Middle or Upper

8

Williams
rangle

(1948) studied and mapped the stratigraphy

(U.S.G . S. :JO-minute series,

brian stratigraphy

he described

gray dolomite with compact,
and silty partings

In connection with his study of Cam-

1914).

the Nounan Formation

thin-bedded,

in the upper one-third.

in the Logan quad-

dark-gray

(1948, p. 1134) as lightlimestone

and thin shaly

Both he (oral communication)

and

Haynie (1957) placed the upper contact at the base of the first definite "quartzite"
of the Worm Creek Member . On the basis of fossils found by Maxey and Donald
Duncan, Williams
to the Nounan.

assigned

an Upper Cambrian age (Croixian,

Maxey (1958) later published

of Cambri a n s tr a ta based on measured
Williams

(1948) reported

this faunal evidence in his description

sections

thicknesses

at High Creek and Calls Fort.

of 1125 feet at High Creek in the

Bear River Range and 825 feet at Calls Fort in Wellsville
reported

a thickness

reported
(Figure

a thickness
1).

Mountain.

of 1408 feet for the Nounan at Clarkston

end of the Malad Range, north of Wellsville

in part or entirely)

Mountain (Figure

Hanson (1949)

Mountain at the south
1).

Hansen (1964)

of 1025 feet at T 10 N, R 4 E in the Randolph quadrangle

GEOLOGIC SETTING

The study area is part of the inner portion of the Cordilleran
clinal area (continental
Cambrian

shelf), which was separated

time by positive

Uinta Arch westward

uplift.

into northern

Utah, formed in late Cambrian

By late Cambrian

respectively

deposition

the mio-

The Northern

of deepening and

and/or

influx of terri-

but not all, of the episodes of shallower

a major regression
of the Bloomington

has been postulated
Formation

for

in the North-

1972).

By the beginning of Dresbachian
by Williams,

had

5500 feet of carbonate

Alternations

with exposure

some,

of the shales and limestones

ern Utah Basin (Kepper,

During

called the Northern

, by Hintze (1959).

time.

during this interval,

During late medial Cambrian,

basins,

of approximately

rocks during medial and late Cambrian

genous sand and mud characterizing

1970), and separated

depositional

Utah Basin was the site of accumulation

water.

time.

time the Tooele Arch apparently

(Lochman-Balk,

and southern

Utah Basin and the Ibex Basin,

shallowing occurred

of the older

time, both the Uinta Arch and the Transcontinental

achieved high and rugged relief
geosyncline

into two distinct basins during

The Tooele Arch, an extension

into western

early and medial Cambrian
Arch experienced

areas.

miogeosyn-

1948), maximum regression

time (lower half of Croixian time as used
had brought the shoreline

westward

to eastern

Utah, and the Tooele Arch was a major positive element influencing

deposition

in the Northern Utah Basin.

Nounan deposition

began in early

in-

10
Dresbachinn

time, and ended near the end of Dresbachian

by late Dresbachian
of the Nounan.
line to retreat

fossils

By medial Dresbachian
eastward

Lochman-Balk
Formation

time, transgression

influx of quartzose

(Ul72), carbonates

1972), well onto the craton.

and feldspathic

With this re-

sand.

As noted by

near the top of the Upper Cambrian Pilgrim

in central Montana become increasingly

abrupt contact with the siltstone,

shale,

Member of the Red Lion Formation

to be time-correlative

had caused the shore-

time, the shore again advanced westward.

came an increasing

shown

Zone) found by Maxey in the upper part

to the Dakotas (Lechman-Balk,

In early late Dresbachian
gression

(Dunderbergia

time, the latter

sandy upward, and have an

and sandstone of the overlying Dry Creek

(Figure

2).

The Dr y Creek Member is believed

with the Worm Creek Member of the St. Charles Formation

in northern Utah on the basis of fossil evidence (Hanson 1952).
By the end of Dresbachian
deposition of shallow-marine
Formation
shoreline

time maximum regression

of the sea resulted

in

sands of the Worm Creek Member of the St. Charles

in northern Utah (Lochman-Balk,
again moved eastward

1970).

During Franconian

time the

into Colorado and Wyoming.

The whole Cambrian sequence forms a wedge that thickens westward from
Wyoming and Montana.
osition

The eastward

upon the craton and, probably,

areas westward

in the miogeosyncline

The Nounan Formation

thinning results

Formation

in central,

(Lochman-Balk,

is partly or entirely

south-centrai

Devils Glen Dolomite of northwestern

dep-

slower rates of deposition compared to

the Du Noir Member of the Gallatin Formation
Pilgrim

from less persistent

1970).

time-correlative

in northwestern
and southwestern

Montana (Hanson, 1952).

(Figure 2) with
Wyoming, the

Montana, and the
Lochman-Balk
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(1972) depicted the Nounan as interfingering

eastward with the Du Noir Lime-

stone where it thins onto the craton.
During the Laramide
transported

orogeny,

movement on the Paris-Willard

a thick section of Precambrian

and Paleozoic

thinner sequence of rocks of the same age but, in several
g·enerally shallower water depositional

environments

thrust fault

rocks eastward over a
cases,

different

and

(Crittenden,

1972b).

The

margin of the upper thrust plate (Willard thrust) runs southeastward
Utah, and then turns eastward
Paris

in the Huntsville area,

thrust and trends northward

erosional

The

by only three miles in

The Nounan is present in this

but, south of this thrust plate, Upper Cambrian rocks do not

appear to match the lithologies

or thickness

of the Nounan Formation

For this reason sections were measured

Within the area studied the Nounan Formation
thrust faults (Williams,

(Crittenden,

only in the upper thrust plate,

and the southern limit of this study is the trace of the Paris-Willard

regional

joins the

just east of the Causey Dam quadrangle.

the Huntsville area by a normal fault (Figure 1).

1972b).

where it apparently

margin (trace) of each thrust fault is separated

upper thrust plate,

east of Ogden,

apparently

thrust fault.

is not cut by other

1948; C. T. Hardy, oral communication).
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DESCRIPTION OF ROCK TYPES AND MEMBERS

General Statement

'The Nounan Formation
members

on the basis of color,

content.

Previously

of limited data.
each member
istics

is readily

grain size,

no one had attempted

lithologic

is characterized

by the presence

of each rock type will be described

middle,

variability,

and upper

and terrigenous

to divide the Nounan into units because

Four rock types are recognized

types to the three members

in the Nounan Formation,
or absence of each.

first,

with relationships

Details for each stratigraphic

bers,

gross lithologies,

and physical

section are described
correlations

and

Characterof the rock

noted, and then each member will be discussed

turn.

Figures

subdivided into lower,

in

in Appendix D. Mem-

of each section are shown in

3 and 4.

Rock Type A

Rock type A is by far the most abundant.
Nounan Formation,

and occurs

and in every section

measured.

It is distributed

within each member,

throughout the

interfingered

About 40 to 75 percent

or separate,

of the total thickness

of

the Nounan in each section is composed of rock type A. It is the major component
of the lower member,
by steep slopes.

which in most sections

forms distinctive

dark cliffs separated

Colors are chiefly medium gray (N5) to medium light gray (N6)
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on fresh surfaces,

and medium gray (N5) to light gray (N7) on weathered

In mnny of the sections

measured,

An odor of H S results
2

when the rock is crushed.

Insoluble-residue
percent

carbonate

is mostly feldspar
phane present

shows that the remaining

with minor amounts of quartz,

illite,

residue

and hyalo-

in some samples of rock type A.
and x--ray data show that rock type A is composed almost

of dolomite.

microscope

show rock type A to be about 99

(Table 1). X-ray diffraction

Petrographic
entirely

colors in rock type A exhibit local mottling.

studies of 4 samples

(microcline),

surfaces.

Grain sizes visible in hand specimen under the binocular

and petrographically,

rock type A is coarse

are chiefly fine to medium crystalline.

crystalline,

but in most places it is primarily

Locally,

medium

crystalline.
In thin sections,

the grains are interlocking

few enfacial angles (Bathurst,
average

crystal

1971).

and primarily

subhedral

Grains are fairly uniform in size.

with

The

size of dolomite in thin sections of rock type A ranges from

. 05 to . 41 mm, and the total range in crystal

size varies from . 03 to . 97 mm

(Table 3).
A major characteristic

grains and structures.
They are recognized

of rock type A is the presence

Ghosts of oolites are dispersed
by their uniformly

abrupt margins,

circular

of ghosts of original

throughout rock type A.

to elliptical

spherical)

shapes,

(generally

.22 to . 48 mm, with an average size of . 32 mm).

(hence, nearly

and uniform grain size within each thin section

usually slightly brownish in plane polarized

The oolites are

light, and the brown is probably
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primarily

limonite.

weathering,

Oolites are readily recognized

in the field due to differential

and, in some beds of rock type A, oolites are the major component.

Locally pellets are present,
under the microscope.
those of oolites),

but these are visible only with uncrossed

They have diffuse borders

elongate oval shapes,

(or borders

Oncolites are seen both in weathered
in the latter as ghosts,
cal to ellipsoidal,

more diffuse than

and grain sizes that are uniformly

than those of oolites (range . 02 to . 06 mm, average

and have sharp boundaries.

smaller

. 04 mm).

rock specimens

and only with uncrossed

nicols.

and in thin sections,

Shapes vary from spheri-

The oncolites

range in size from

0. 30 to 5. 20 mm, with an average size of 1. 73 mm. Often dolomite crystal
within the oncolite ghosts are much smaller

nicols

sizes

(. 05 to . 07 mm) than the crystal sur ..

rounding the ghosts (. 11 to . 21 mm).
Intraclasts

also are preserved

as ghosts in the dolomite.

from flat plates (bladed edgewise clasts)

to shorter,

They range

more rounded equant clasts

(see Plate 2).
In rock type A, bedding often is hard to distinguish
dolomitization

has obliterated

much of it.

where bedding is well enough preserved
sharp and bedding surfaces
average

thickness
A structure

certain intervals
thin sections.

flat.

However,

in the field because

there are sufficient places

to tell that bedding contacts are generally

Bedding thicknesses

range from 0. 4 to 1. 5 feet;

is about O. 7 foot (see Plate 5).
which will be called "layered-and-mottled"

is abundant in

in rock type A (Plate 1). It is visible both in the field and in
Basically,

it consists

of bands,

15 to 20 mm thick, of light and

15
dark dolomite,

wherein the dark material

moUlc8 and is more coarsely
crystal

is composed of discontinuous,

crystalline

than the light-colored

size of the dark dolomite averages

dolomite averages

O. 06 mm.

and dark bands to be very sharp,
structures

The

that of the light

shows the contacts between the light

and commonly marked by limonite.

These

often occur in the same beds with oolites and oncolites.

Inorganic sedimentary
Cross laminations,
common,

material.

0.14 mm, whereas

Petrography

irregular

generally

structures

are numerous

associated

with oolites and oncolites,

and are usually solitary,

Weir, 1952), bottom tangent,
(Imbrie and Buchanan,
The directions
nccretionary

low angle (less than 20 degrees:

and truncated

1965).

throughout rock type A.

or below, are even parallel
Rare scour-and-fill

Locally these cross laminations

Locally associated
and wavy parallel

structures

are present

McKee and

at the top by planar bedding surfaces

of apparent dips are chiefly north and south.
dune structures.

are very

occur in cosets.

These are subaqueous

with cross laminations,

laminations

(Campbell,

above

1967).

locally; they are as much as 2 feet

wide and O. 5 foot deep.
Algal stromatolites
members

of the Nounan Formation.

are flat to wavy parallel
present

are common in rock type A in the middle and upper

(LLH); however,

and Ginsburg,

laminated

Probably
structures.

vertically

90 percent of the algal structures
Locally,

domal stromatolites

stacked hemispheroids

1964) were not observed

are

(SH-V) (Logan, Rezak,

in rock type A. Many of the stromatolites

in rock type A in the upper two-thirds

of the upper member are partly structure-

less,

reddish-brown

discontinuous,

zose material

wavy, resistant,

(Plate 8).

These stromatolites

layers

and lenses of quart-

probably resulted

from the trapping
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and binding- of torrig-onous material
all-(:w, eiueh as occ:urs at present

by the mucilaginous

sheath of blue-green

in Baffin Bay, Texas (Purdy,

t.hoso Htromutoll tos arc not highly eoncentrutod

1968).

Where

in local beds they wll I not lw

included in rock type C.
In rock type A, body fossils are not visible,
present

before dolomitization.

oriented

vertical

to bedding,

Single, isolated,

simple (unbranched) burrows

and less than 5 mm in diameter,

upper member of the Nounan Formation.

are common in the

They are rare in rock type A in the

two lower members.

Another distinguishing

ance of short,

slightly resistant

white,

although they probably were

feature

stringers

of rock type A is the appear-

of dolomite in certain beds.

They

arc usually 1 to 2 mm long, longer than wide, and loeally grade into whi tc, curved
ghosts of shells.

Hence these white stringers

Vugs are also present
generally

at isolated intervals

less than 1 mm in diameter,

not associated

all could be relics

with any one feature,

of shells.

within rock type A.

and have angular boundaries.

They are
They are

and are not very abundant where found.

Rock Type B

Rock type B is found primarily
Formation.

in the lower two members

of the Nounan

The upper member also contains rock type B, but in amounts of 20

percent or less.

About 25 to 45 percent

section is composed of rock type B.
in the Nounan Formation.
truding outcrops

of the total thickness

This rock type forms the most resistant

In every section measured,

are the white-colored

of the Nounan in each
cliffs

the most distinct and pro-

rocks of rock type B.

Colors range fro_m
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light gray (N7) to white (N9) on fresh surfaces,
gray (NS). Weathered

carbonate.

present

is dolomite.

Nounan-Worm

very light

colors range from light gray (N7) to very light gray (NS).

Insoluble-residue
percent

and are predominantly

studies of two samples

Petrographic

show rock type B to be about 97

and x-ray study indicates

that the carbonate

Sand is absent from rock type B except within 50 feet of the

Creek contact.

In this interval

toward the Worm Creek Member.

sand is found to increase

The chief constituent

upward

of the sand is quartz

with 2 to 3 percent feldspar.
This rock type is medium to coarse
crystals

crystalline.

are readily visible in hand specimen,

to the rock.

In thin sections,

are subhedral

As a result,

individual

and impart a Hsucrosic"

the crystals , form an interlocking

texture

mosaic.

Crystals

and uniform in grain size, with a range from ,.l3 to 1. 0 mm

and an average

of. 42 mm (Table 1).

Often limonite is found along cracks or

fractures.
Dolomitization

has been so extensive

have been completely obliterated.
type B, even in weathered
Sedimentary
even parallel
present

locally.

Oolites and oncolites were not seen in rock

are also scarce.

(Campbell,

1967).

Due to the discontinuous

the rock such as joints and fractures.
in rock type B.

The most common structures

Low-angle

cross laminations

nature of all structures

tell in many cases which are indeed structures

bedding thicknesses

grains

outcrops.

structures

laminations

that any ghosts of previous

are

it is hard to

and which are other features

Therefore,

are

of

it was difficult to determine

The few bedding thicknesses

from 0. 5 to 1. 7 feet, with an average of about 1. 0 foot.

measured

range
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Layered-and-mottled

structures

are found locally in rock type B. Rock

type B has numerous large vugs 2 to 3 mm in diameter,
calcite.

The vugs commonly are clustered

bers of the Nounan Formation,
laminated algal stromatolites

locally.

lined with secondary

In the upper and middle mem-

rock type B locally contains zones of undulose,
(Plate 6).

Rock Type C

Rock type C forms a distinctive

marker in the middle of the upper member

where its vertical extent is only 10 to 20 feet.
persistent

However, this marker

is laterally

and occurs in most sections (Figures 3, 4).

Color is usually dark reddish brown (10R3/4) on both fresh and weathered
surfaces.

This unit is less resistant

than the other rock types, and commonly

weathers back to form slopes.
Even though the main constituent of rock type C is dolomite or, in rare
cas es, limestone,

the high quartz content (15 to 75 percent) makes the unit a

distinct and sepa ·rate rock type, locally grading to dolomitic quartz arenite,
arkose,

and, rarely,

arkose.

2 to 5 percent mircocline

Also associated

sub-

with the quartz is generally about

(up to 40 percent in one sample) and lesser

illite, with isolated instances of large quantities of clay minerals

amounts of

(section 2) and

hyalophane (section 8) (Tables 1-3).
Most of the rocks are fine to medium crystalline
Quartz and feldspar sand grains are concentrated
10 to 30 mm thick.

quartzose

dolomite.

with dolomite crystals

in layers

Grain sizes within the layers (. 05 to . 06 mm) are smaller
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than those (. 07 to . 10 mm) within the intercalated
thick.

Locally,

pellets are associated

layers,

which are 10 to 60 mm

with the stromatolitic

laminations

in rock

type C.
At Dry Canyon (section 2) there is a lens of reddish-brown,
arkose

(Table 2) in the middle of the marker

from the rocks around it.
s! zed constituent
percent)
grains

of silt- and clay-sized
are subangular

average

and x-ray

(60 percent)

montmorillonite,

to subround,

studies,

embedded

and microcline.

the main sandin a matrix

(40

The quartz

with a range of . 04 mm to . 13 mm. and an

size of . 06 mm.
The reddish-brown

lenses

beds, which is very distinctive

From petrographic

of the arkoso is quartz

fine-grained

coloring material

that are commonly more resistant

material.

Many outcrops

is concentrated

to weathering

show psuedo-ripples,

member of the Nounan Formation,
near the center of the area studied.

than the surrounding

which suggest that much of rock

type C is probably composed of algal stromatolites
There nre other reddish-brown,

in discontinuous

(Braun and Friedman,

commonly sandy beds within the upper

especially

at the base of the upper member

Due to their similarities,

such beds are

also included in rock type C. Rock type C makes up about 5 to 15 percent
total thickness

1969).

of the

of the Nounan in each section.

Rock Type D

Rock type D is composed of limestone,
member of the Nounan Formation,

which is present

and in all but section 2.

only in the upper

In the northern

part
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6, 8, and 10) there are 200 to :mo feet of limestone,

of the study area (sections
a maximum uninterrupted
feet of limestone
(sections

thickness

are present

of 200 feet (section 8~ whereas

in the central

and southern

only 15 to 25

parts of the study area

1, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 9). Rock type D makes up from 0 to 25 percent

the total thickness

is less resistant

and darker

colored

in the field, rock type D can be recognized

and ledges and by its dark gray color.
within distances
City (section

of

of the Nounan in each section.

The limestone
Therefore,

with

than the dolomite.

by the absence of cliffs

Some beds grade laterally

of less than 50 feet, especially

into dolomite

in the upper member

at Garden

10, see Plate 2).

The color ranges from dark gray (N3) to medium dark gray (N4) on fresh
surfaces

and from medium dark gray (N4) to medium gray (N5) on weathered

faces.

The surface

average

texlllre is often pitted.

In thin section,

crystals

of . 01 mm.

The particle

has undergone diagenetic
oncolites
sizes,

sur-

range from . 003 to 0.1 mm in diameter,
size indica tes that the original

enlargement

are common to abundant,

of grain size.

and are present

and shapes as those in rock type A.

Pellets

with an

limestone

probably

Grains of both oolites and
in about the same proportions,
are abundant in certain

beds,

•
and range from 0. 5 to 2. 0 mm in diameter,
surrounding

crystals

average

and commonly are associated
long.

The limestones

1962, 1968).

about . 05mm.

with an average
The pellets

as sparites,

The

have elongate oval shapes,

with small S-shaped burrows

are classified

size of 1. 0 mm.

pelsparites,

which are 1. 0 to 2. 0 mm
and oosparites

(Folk,
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Generally,

bedding thicknesses

foot, and average about 0. 35 foot.
with sharp contacts.
Inorganic

of the limestone

Bedding is usually wavy to even parallel,

Most beds show lateral

sedimentary

structures

associated

cross laminations

with oncolites

extents of several

are not so numerous

much more abundant than in rock type B.
bottom-tangent

and oolites.

tens of yards.

as in rock type A, but are

Even parallel

are present

in rock type D are locally parallel

range from 0.1 to O. 7

laminations

and low-angle,

locally in every section,

commonly

At Temple Ridge (section 6), stylolites

to bedding.

Amplitude of the styolites is from

1. 0 to 3 . 0 inches .

Trace fossils

are much more abundant in the limestones

than in predominantly
present,

dolomitic

have been reworked

located at random intervals
burrow-churned
burrows.

thoroughly by organisms.

in rock type D in all sections

beds are absent.

Those burrows

Numerous

are both vertical

and parallel

are also

Also, some
Such beds are

but section 2 where

fecal pellets

range from 1. 5 mm to 7. 0 mm in diameter,

unbranched

are associated

with

to bedding surfac.:es.

and are both branched

The
and

(simple).

Algal stromatolites
sented by discontinuous

are present
sandy lenses

high content of terrigenous
rock type C because
laterally.

Undoubtedly body fossils

but none were found during the course of the field work.

beds of limestone

burrows

rock types.

of rock type D

material.

in rock type D. They are usually repreor wavy to even parallel
These laminations

they are not concentrated

laminations

are not classified

enough or persistent

with a
as

enough

Often the algal mats are seen as light brown sandy material

forming
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undulntir)g' highR nnrl lows, with amplitudes

Inches.

of 2 inches nnd wavelengths

Near the top of the Nounan Formation

have been trapped by algal mats.

high amounts of terrigenous

Vertically

(and laterally)

of rock type D in the upper half of the upper member
at Temple Ridge (section 6) contain clusters
(SH-V of Logan,
inations

1961).

i nchcs in diameter

glomerate

high-arched

and about 6 inches in amplitude.

with lam-

hemispheroids

are 1. 5

of a flat-pebble

of limestone

8)

con-

HJG7). The conglomerate

posed of long and short subround rip-up-clasts
subparallel

structures

At High Creek (section

upper surface

which acted as a foundation (Aitken,

1962) oriented

thicknesses

stacked hemispheroids

These stromatolitic

thoy formed on high parts of the irregular

persistent

material

at High Creek (section 8) and

of vertically

These are non-linked,

that are concave downward.

of G to 12

is com-

(intraclasts

of Folk,

to bedding.

Lower Member of the Nounan Formation

The lower member

of the Nounan Formation

study area , and ranges in thickness

throughout

from 70 feet at Blacksmith

to 5G0 feet at Dry Canyon (section 2) (Figure 4).
dolomite,

is present

and is composed almost entirely

Fork (section 1)

member

is entirely

of rock type A, except for rare tongues

of rock type B, which make up less than 5 percent
The lower member is composed

The lower

the

of the lower member.

almost entirely

medium-crystalline

dolomite that is separated

Nounan Formation

by the white, coarse-crystalline

which is primarily

composed of rock type B.

of dark-colored

from the upper member

fine- to
of the

dolomite of the middle member,

Tho lrn:-ml eont.ad of the Nounan Formation,
lying Bloomington Formation,
Dolomitization
locally,

with Jimci,;t.ones of the under-

is sharp but slightly irregular

in most places.

has extended downward into the Bloomington as much as 6 feet

and therefore

cuts across

bedding to form an undulatory

lithologic break

at and just below the contact (Plate 3). The topmost part of the Bloomington consists of thin-bedded

micritic

limestones

locally with resistant

Dolomite beds of the basal part of the Nounan are generally
more resistant,

and compared

the lower contact.

thicker bedded and

so that the contact is readily located in most places.

the upward ehange in lithology from limestone
laterally,

chert nodules.

to dolostone

with bedding thicknesses

Chert nodules are present

just above the contact in the southern

Therefore,

must be checked

to assure

accurate

in the lower member

location of
of the Nounan

half of the study area (sections

1, 2, 5,

and 9).
Nearly all features

characteristic

member,

including cross-laminations

oncolites,

white st.ringers

However,

stromatolites

nesses

of rock type A are present
and even parallel

(probably originally

were not observed

fossils),

laminations,

oolites,

vugs, and intraclasts.

in the lower member.

range from 0. 4 to 1. 5 feet, and average

in the lower

about 0. 7 foot.

Bedding thickAt High Creek

(section 8) and Dry Canyon (section 2) thin tongues of rock type B up to 20 feet
thick interfinger

with rock type A.

are intermediate

between those of the middle member,

relief,

and the upper member,

Topography

which exhibits

and exposure

alternating

of the lower member

which stands out in bold
slopes and small ridges.
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Middle Member of the Nounan Formation

The middle member
study area.

It varies

feet at Blacksmith

of the Nounan Formation

in thickness

The middle member

of the white,

type B, except for tongues of dark-gray
of rock type A are present

in sections

However,

is entirely

coarse-crystalline

Such tongues

6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. Except for section 9,
of the mi ddle member,

from 1 to 15 feet, and are randomly

normally

half of the

Tongues of rock type A exhibit abundant short white stringers.

The middle member of the Nounan Formation
virtue of: (1) its easy recognition
lntcrul and vertical

vary

located in the middle member.

section 9 contain s a tongue 79 feet thick, which comprises

middle member.

dolomite,

dolomite of rock

dolomite of rock type A.

such tongues make up less than 10 percent
in thickness

throughout the

from 41 feet at Dry Canyon (section 2) t;o 419

Fork (section 1).

and is composed almost entirely

is present

persistence

due to its resistant

forms a disti.ncti ve unit by
beds and white color; (2) its

; and (:J) its characteristic

coarse grain size and

lack of original grains and structures.
The contact between the lowe r and middle members

is quite sharp and

slightly undulatory.

The upper contact of the middle member

slightly undulat;ory.

Beds are not truncated

is also sharp,

and

at the upper contact.

Upper Member of the Nounan Formation

The upper member of the Nounan Formation
lithologic
present

is characterized

vari abili ty than the lower and middle members.
in the Nounan Formation

is present

by greater

Every rock type

in the upper member,

including an
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admixture of tcrrigenous

mntcrial.

to 679 feet (section 4).

ThickncsRes

The upper member is thinnest in the southeastern

of the study area and thickest in the northwestern
This member is readily
its characteristic
especially

recognized

low topographic

its terrigenous

Worm Creek Member.

expression,

content.

and northern

The latter

increases

The upper contact,

generally,

the Nounan weathers
urcd,

material

The terrigenous

material

is

(Tables 1, 2).
between the Nounan Formation

planar

Formation,

in each section.

and the Worm

is gradational

overall,

At the contact,

content increases

but is

dolomite

back to form a slight note;h. In the sections

the t.crrigenous

below the contact.

of the upper member is its

In the south it is nearly absent except in the

Creek Member of the St. Charles
sharp and,

colors,

toward the top, near the

The amount of terrigenous

top 25 to 70 feet, near the Worm Creek Member.
mainly quartz and feldspar

parts (Figure 7).

and its lithologic variability,

In fact, a major characteristic

to the north and west.

part

on the basis of its contrasting

content of sand at various levels throughout.
increases

vary from 413 feet (section 9)

of

meaEr-

sharply upward, beginning 25 to 75 feet

In some places it is not apparent

that the upper 10 feet of

Nounan is dolomite until the rock is broken open and a fresh surface exposed.
Then an inner core of dark gray dolomite can be seen, surrounded
sandy weathering

rind.

Petrographic

this rock is composed of subangular
in diameter.
dolomite.

The remaining
The quartzite

by a brown,

studies show that about 30 to 35 percent

of

to subround quartz grains . 06 mm to . 32 mm

65 to 70 percent of the rock is medium-crystalline

of the Worm Creek forms resistant

beds of white to pale
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pink, fine-grained

arkose to subarkose

with medium- to high-angle

cross

stratification.
Another major characteristic
limestone.

Limestone

the study area,

(rock type D) is most prevalent

where it alternates

The dolomite-limestone

contrasts

The limestones
thickness

variations

of the upper member is the presence

are quite sharp.

from section to section.

192 feet) of limestone

(Figures

laterally

because of extreme

They tend to disappear

3 and 4). However,

a variable

both
(8 to

thickness

occurs 10 to 40 feet below the upper contact in sections

4, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10, and appears persistent.

Evidence of lateral

limes tone to dolomite within the same bed is present
as discussed

half of

with dolomite of both rock types A and B.

are difficult to correlate

southward and westward

in the northern

of

previously.

In the southernmost

is only present at widely spaced intervals

changes from

at Garden City (section 10),

sections

vertically,

1,

(4, 7, and 9) limestone
in lenses 5 to 18 feet thick

(Appendix D).
In each section except 9 and possibly 3, there is a band of white dolomite
(rock type B) in the upper member which is strikingly
occupies approximately
(Figures

3, 4).

limestone

and
,

in thickness from 10 to 75 feet, and is overlain by

It varies

in section 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10.
marker, consisting

sistent and readily recognized.

averages

laterally,

the same relative position in every section present

Another distinctive

in sections

persistent

It is present

of rock type C, is laterally

near the middle of the upper member

1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10. Its thickness
about 10 feet.

per-

It is composed primarily

ranges from 9 to 28 feet, and
of brown to reddish-brown,
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discontinuous
terrigenous

sandy lenses in beds of dolomite.
content is mostly quartz,

Locally it is an arenite.

The

which ranges in quantity from 15 to 75

percent of the rock, and feldspar.

The rock in most places would be described

us a medium crystalline

dolomite or limestone,

quartzose

fine- to very fine-grained
subarkose

dolomitic

(Folk, 1962, 1968).

the terrigenous

material

(or, rarely,

Observation

is concentrated

calcareous)

of thin sections

is often associated

due to algal entrapment
of feldspar,

generally

with the quartz.

of terrigenous

material.

in the form of microcline

l, 2), which must eomprise

quartz arenite

or

shows that most of

along brown-colored

30 mm thick together with limonite and some hematite.
arrangement

although locally it is a

laminations

10 to

Muscovite in a subparallel

These features

are probably

X-ray data show the presence
but rarely

as hyalophane (Tables

most of the silt- and clay-si;,,ed matrix that surrounds

the quartz grains.
Another less persistent
upper member in sections
bedded, reddish-brown

sandy marker occurs at or near the base of the

1, 2, 4, and 5 (Figure 4). It is composed of thin-

quartzose

dolomite.

The marker

is about 10 to 20 feet

thick.
Except in the top 50 feet of the upper member,
ous material

characteristic

of this member is associated

either in the form of even parallel
Many of the structures

most of the sandy terrigen-

laminations

are discontinuous,

with algal structures,

or discontinuous

and probably resulted

resistant

lenses.

from dessication

(Logan, 1961) (Plate 8). Thin lenses of such laminated algal stromatolites,
usually about 1 foot thick, are found scattered

throughout the upper member in
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each section.
type B.

These stromatolites

Most of the stromatolites

some laminations

are planar.

also appear in both rock type A and rock
are composed of undulose laminations,

although
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JNTEHPl{ETATJON

OF DEPOSITIONAL

AND EARLY DIAGENETIC

J<:NVIHONMENTS

HISTOHY

Lower Member of the Nounan Formation

'.'h e lower member

is composed

tains many good indicators

of the environment

sists of dune cross-laminations,
pcllnts,

rip-up clasts

::;tn1ct-urcs,

burrows,

parallel

(flat intraclasts),
body. fossils,

Dunc structures

bottom-tangent

directions,

and are associated

dark color,

with oolites,

The dune structures

1965), whereas

even faster
persive

currents,

mechanism

and tidal currents

perhaps

(Simons,

from a traction

1973).

as do the associated

solitary

sand waves (Imbrie and Buchanan,
in different

indicate frequent

and flat, even parallel
by rapid current

Richardson,

and Nordin, 1965;

reversals

of current

of interfering

wave surge
suggests

north to northwest

de-

probably as

Opposed directions

directions,

by

from the fluid dis-

oolites and oncolites,

dunes, primarily

velocities

can result from deposition

carpet resulting

1965).

have

faces) that dip in opposite

Thinness of the dune structures

in shallow water,

southwest,

oncolites,

laminations

position

cross laminations

(slip-off

of Bagnold (1954), or as the result
(Oertal,

layered-and-mottled

and IJ2 S odor.

indicate deposition

the flat parallel

The evidence con-

and thin (:l to 20 inches thick),

cross laminations

con-

oolites and oncolites,

algal laminations,

in the upper part of the lower flow regime
Klein,

of deposition.

laminations,

are chiefly solitary

low-angle,

laminations.

mostly of rock type A, and therefore

of dips of

and south to

and suggest ebb and
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llood tidal currentH.
:i

Such currents

can be either pcrpcnclicular

shore) ino or shoal margin (Ball, l!J67), althou~h the latter

is less common.
instances

8cour-and-fill

of current

structures

excavation

occur locally,

of isolated channels,

or parallel

orientation

to

perhaps

and indicate rare

pits,

or hollows in the

sediments.
Oolites and oncolites
member.

In some instances

are present

oolites and oncolites

but. more often they are separate.

(Bathurst,

edge of the Bahama platform,

formation

of ooli tes, with constant

carbonate

from evaporation

agitation

are distributed

occurs

in the same beds,
of calcium

Tidal shoals,

ideal conditions

and supersaturation

for the

19-69). Tidal

is about 0. 8 m (30 in.),

1. 8 m (70 in.) below low-water

1967).

such as

of calcium

as water moves onto the shoals (Multer,

in thin sand waves,

hundred feet apart (Ball,

1971).

represent

range along the west edge of the Bahama platform
highest oolite percent

are present

Oolites indicate supersaturation

carbo nate and nearly constant agitation
the western

in abundance throughout the lower

level.

2. 5 to 3. 5 feet thick with crests

Studies of other areas

and

Oolites there
several

of oolite formation,

such

as the Great Salt Lake (Eardley,

1938), also indicate that shoal conditions

shallow subtidal to low intertidal

zones is most likely for oolite dunes in the lower

member

of the Nounan Formation.
Possibly

environment.
and intraclasts

the oolites found here may have been washed in from an adjacent
However,

the associated

oncolites,

small-scale

dune structures,

all indicate that the oolites found in the Nounan both formed and

came to rest in a high-energy
habitat.

in

environment

and not in a more stable low-energy
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Oncolites indicate nearness

to shore or shoaling conditions.

formed by the addition of allochems
of calcareous

needles,

as successive

by agglutination

concentric

on a gelatinous

They are

layers,

probably

algal sheath.

The oncolite

forms around a nucleus of phylloid alga or a mineral or skeletal grain (Tillman,
1971).

The basic prerequisite

for formation of oncolites is periodic

of the laminated

bodies by waves and currents

in the intertidal

zone so that all sides are successively

formi ties exhibited by the layers
Larger

algae,

waters or areas low

exposed to light.

Uncon-

show that turnover need not be continuous.

oncolites are found in shallower

are classified

in submerged

movement

water (see Bathurst,

1971).

by Logan (1961) as SS-type algal stromatolites.

Oncolites

Being formed by

they must develop in the photic zone.
The presence

locally of intraclasts

is also indicative of high-energy

rents and waves which rip up the sediment from time to time.
probably represent

storms

These structures

ing, associated

layered-and-mottled

structures

(Plate 1) may be the result of two processes,

with tidal and wind-generated

epifauna and burrowing organisms
particles,

Such features

or hurricanes.

In some parts of the lower member,
present.

have been caused by resuspension

surface currents,

which separated

and produced the layered,

the coarser

winnow-

and benthonic
and finer mud

That is, the layering may

and sorting of material

by waves and currents,

quently burrowing through the sediment

(Kepper,

organisms

These are primarily

subse-

1972).

Most of the burrows found in the lower member are non-branching
t.o bedding.

are

mottled patterns.

with the mottling and mixing possibly due to bottom-dwelling

perpendicular

cur-

shelter

types

burrows for organisms
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that obtained food at the surface but lived beneath the surface.
indicative

of high-energy, mobile, coarse-grained

(Seilacher,

1964).

lying parallel

Ghosts of body fossils,

The burrows are

bottoms in shallow water

white curved disarticulated

shells

to bedding, indicate agitated water conditions where shells (Probably

of brnehiopods) have been broken and transported.
The gray to dark gray color of the lower member is indicative of sediments
deposited

in an environment

below the surface.

where reducing conditions existed a short distance

The hydrogen-sulfide

that reduced iron-sulfide
(Shinn and Ginsburg,

odor detected in some samples

indicates

compounds form much or perhaps all of the dark color

1969).

The presence

of from 1 to 5 percent

(average 2

percent) of iron oxides in the form of limonite and hematite also indicates that
iron sulfides probably are present,
iron-oxide
high-energy,

compounds.

for the iron sulfides would oxidize to form

Original organic content probably was low in the mobil~,

oolite-forming

environment

of the lower member

(rock type A),

in part because few Upper Cambrian epifauna were adapted to a shifting substrate.
Reducing environments
after deposition,
(Fairbridge,

probably were syndiagenetic,

produced during or shortly

with Eh ranging from O to -400 MV, and PH slightly above 7

1967).

Middle Member of the Nounan Formation

It is difficult to analyze the original

member because dolomitization
tures are almost completely

depositional

was so extensive

obliterated.

environment

of the middle

that original textures

and struc-

The nvnilablc evidence of environment
laminations

that form dune structures,

algal laminations,

parallel

layered-and-mottled

consists

laminations,

structures,

laterally

it was not possible

rock type

Because of lack of continuity of exposures

to determine

or else it was deposited

environment

during diagenesis.
the middle member,
thicknesses

relations

of tongues of rock type A in

in basically

as the lower member,

The presence

environments

the same shallow subtidal to

and later altered

in the lower member,

(Figures

the inverse relation

3, 4), and the evidence of very similar

The white color and coarse

unlikely.

crystallinity

carbonate

layered-and-mottled
have been deposited

precursor.

of most of the middle member
Similarities

of

for both rock types A and B, except for lighter color and

grain size of rock type B, make the hypotheses
However,

de-

from the dark , fine-

(rock type B) permit a tentative evaluation of these hypotheses.
indicators

of

for each, suggest that the white, coarse-crystalline

to medlum-cr ystullin c rock type A, or from its unreplaced

environmental

more completely

of tongues of rock type A within rock type Bin

the converse

of ea ch member

Hence,

adjacent to that of the

charuct e ristlc s of rock type B very possibly formed entirely

coarser

which

n. All of the nbovc features are also present in rock type A.

lower member,

positional

planar and undulose

white stringers

the middle m0.mbcr either was deposited !nan onvironment

intertidal

cross

and tongues of dark-colored

rock type A, up to 79 feet thick, that contain numerous
probably are ghosts of fossils.

of rare low-angle

the presence
structures

of different environments

locally of undulose algal stromatolites
suggests

under intertidal

that some of the middle member

and supratidal

conditions.

and
may

:l4

N(•vcrthclcsH,

dolomite of the middle member

in onvironmontal

diffc•rrnw<iH

dation and/or

conditions,

bottom sea vengcrs

co lored origi nu! sediments.

such as slow deposition,

to destroy

Alternately,

any organic matter
any organic matter

could have been expulsed (to grain boundaries
destroyed

as the result of recrystallization

type A) or its precursor
to grain boundaries
rock type B.

(Mattavelli,

is not at first an especially

or became,

dark.

more thorough recrystallization
occurred

However,

ment hypotheses
crystallinity,

placed precursor),

and/or

1969).

or by the weathered

carbonate

precursor

Thus,

or

color of

of rock type A

because rock type A also re-

rock type B overlies

appear tenable as explanations
derivation

iron sulfides

Expulsion

yet

rock type A so that

of rock type B in the middle member

during diagenesis.

all require

and to lea vc light-

not the same recrystallization),

(refluxing)

oxi-

dark dolomite (rock

and Storer,

hypotheses,

(but perhaps

from downward migrating

higher permeability

Chilingar,

attractive

sulted from recrystallization
remained,

of pre-existing

of unreplaced

permitted

or from the rock altogether),

is not indicated by petrography

Recrystallization

may be white because minor

may have

brines or for other reasons
two and perhaps

such as

all three replace-

for the white color and coarse

of rock type B from rock type A (or its unre-

and none involves large original

amounts of organic matter.

Upper Member of the Nounan Formation

The upper member exhibits

considerable

of all four major rock types, with varying degrees
Just above the middle member,

dark-gray

lithologic

variability.

of vertical

and lateral

It consists

persistence.

dolomite of rock type A is present

in

~l5

every irnction nwasurccl.
was a high-energy,

The environment

shallow subtidal shoal.

Above the basal dolomite,
crease

in total thickness

dolomitization.

limestone

of limestone

The limestones

as the dark-colored

of deposition of rock type A probably

dolomites

(rock type D) is common.

from north to south suggests

probably were deposited
of rock type A.

The de-

selective

under the same conditions

Considerable

evidence

supports

this conclusion.
The limestones
structures
action.

such as low-angle

to dark-g-rn.v i,paritcs.

cross stratification

Oolites and oncolites,

conditions.

also abundant here,

here.

Layered-and-mottled

Sedimentary

indicate dunes caused by current

The dark color of the rock reflects

fide compounds.
present

arc medium-gray

indicate shallow,

the presence

structures

high-energy

of reduced

iron-sul-

fow1d in the dolomite are also

All of the above points to shallow-water,

high-energy

depositional

conditions.
Locally,

limestones

of rock type D contain concentrations

HtacktHI hcrni:::iphcroicls (SH-V of logan,
l>t)Cllpresent
them.

underlies

of algae into vertically
(1) high relief

also may have

orig-i nally in rock type A, but do lorn i ti zation possibly has obliterated

In one place in section 8 pebble intraclast

lent conditions

results

These structures

1!)61).

of vertically

the stromatolites.

in the intertidal

Several factors

stacked hemispheroids

is dependent on induration
zone as a result

and wa vo action carve out depressions

conglomerate

indicative

of turbu-

influence the growth

such as those found in rock type D:

of the sediment;
of dessication;

that prevent

rapid induration

often

(2) runoff of tidal waters,

mats in those areas

(Logan
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1961); (3) high relief causes
longed wetting permits

the algal mats to drape over the high areas;

extensive

grazing,

tidal zone except on high areas.
tion of high-energy

conditions,

which inhibits algal growth in the inter-

The association
possibly

of the stromatolites

in the intertidal

(19'10) pointed out that vertically

stacked hemispheroids

sublidal

lime,

zone in Upper Cambrian
Thin sections

atolites

a local origin of the pellets.
intertidal

or near-intertidal

lenses

arc present

environments

locally.

8).

The structures

minor terrigenous

near the SH-V type strom-

arc interpreted
material

which suggest

are believed to be indicative

(Laporte,

discontinuous,

Laminated

Garrett

may have existed in the

19G9; Beales,

resistant,

structures

structures

also are present

of

1965).

wavy parallel,

They are usually non-laminated

drape over highs and lows.

However,

Small feeding burrows are present,

Abundant pellets

the base of the upper member,

zone.

ls an indica-

prior to evolution of grazing gastropods.

show that some of the limestones

are full of fecal pellets.

(4) pro-

Near

sandy
which

locally

(Plate

as algal mals which have trapped and bound

carried

by currents.

Algal mats grow best under moist low to medium energy conditions where
there is a supply of sediment
highly mobile substrate
smothered

causes

spread

Thus, stromatolites

within the beds containing

indicators

exist,

1971). Fre-

found in rock types A and D are not

these algal stromatolites.

the upper member where these discontinuous,
algal stromatolites

A

do not form on beach sands

rippled subtidal sands such as oolite shoals (Bathurst,

quently many of the high-energy
present

1968).

the algal mats to be torn up readily or to be

by rapid deposition.

or on actively

thinly over the mat (Kendall,

often resistant,

lower energy intertidal

Therefore,

areas in

commonly sandy

to shallow subtidal environments
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probably prevailed.

Bottom friction,

w:ivc~ :inclcurrcmt action.
algal stromatolitcs,
clasts

largely eliminated

much of the

Barely oncol!tos are t-wen in the same berls with the

possibly

indicating

intermittent

storm conditions.

nip-up

(flat intra c lasts) also support this idea.
Beds of sandy, quartzose,

laminations

reddish-brown

(rock type C) form a distinctive

the middle of the upper member
from the absence of oncolites

in sections

ited under high-energy

conditions.

cates that some currents
Alternatively

this marker

water and possibly a seaward

laminations.

1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10. Judging
of high-energy,

However,

the high terrigenous

to intertidal

area.

shoal.

The stromatolites

finer grained than the quartz;

are subangular

to subround,

possibly

Petrographic

shallowness

discussed

content of quartz and feldspar,

(Folk, 1968).

The sediments

and waves by the extreme

During this period of time detrital

from the same source

content indimateri-

in slightly to moderately

material

of the

here nearly alalong

probably was being
The feldspar

appears

to

both were washed in together
studies

show the quartz grains

which may indicate that transporting

strong enough to keep the quartz grains

here

usually concentrated

washed in from a source outside the basin of deposition.
be slightly

and the fine

sand may be in part or wholly wind blown.

was probably deposited

from strong currents

ways have a terrigenous

about 10 to 20 feet thick near

(Table 3), the sandy beds were not depos-

agitated water in a very shallow subtidal
were protected

with algal

and agitation were needed to bring in the detrital

, the fine-grained

Therefore,

to brown carbonates

marker

and other indicators

grain size of the quartz and feldspar

al.

perhaps,

in suspension

and prevent

currents

were

them from being
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cxcessi vcly abraded.
structures

Similar

are present

locally throughout

Thinly laminated

(Plates

agitated environment

as the planar variety appears
rate of sediment

of iron sulfide.

that the laminations
:l).

The dark laminations

probably
tions

results

1972).

are former

from residual

probably resulted

from periodic

the indi victual algal laminations

they should be put in vertical
through the upper member

order

western

epigenetic

oxidation

developed in moder-

Petrographic

indicate

bands of light and dark microspar

(Table

of the binding algae, and the color

variations

in the sediment

low sedimentary

The lamina-

supply, wherein

influx (Logan,

1961).

of the upper member have been analyzed,

to show the changes in environmental

conditions

of the Nounan Formation.

Most of the lower three quarters
high-energy,

matter and/or

anc.Vor iron sulfide.

Now that the various environments

and the

marine con-

matter

represent

where-

studies

positions

organic

currents

a

The light color of these stromatol-

above normal low tide.

consist of alternating

bottoms,

possibly in shallower

Oxidation would suggest that the stromatolites
perhaps

are present

ripple-marked

where the velocity of the surface

from oxidation of organic

ately agitated water,

with algal

The undulose variety indicates

which produces

movement have decreased,

resulted

carbonates

the upper member.

5 and 6).

ditions than the undulose type (Kepper,
ites possibly

quartzose

undulose and planar algal stromatolites

locally in the upper member
moderately

reddish-brown

shallow subtidal conditions

of the upper member was deposited under
similar

margin of the Great Bahama Banks.

the lower half of the upper member,

to the oolite shoals along the

Subtidal conditions predominated

with only minor intertidal

in

conditions present,

:rn
until tho rnddlsh-hrown,

quartzosc

stromatolitic

marker

is reachoo near the

111iclcllc•
of t.lH1upper n10n11>er.
Thoi:,c 1mndy beds probably represent
ditions.

IIere algal structures

high subtidal to low intertidal

high in terrigenous

probably was exposed to erosion

and transport

material

by streams,

occur,

a nearby area

ocean currents,

or wind, possibly as a result of local uplift or of a slight fall in sea level.
westernmost

section at Dry Canyon (section 2) the sandy marker

of arkose within highly quartzose
overwhelmed

carbonate

deposition

Near the sanely marker
occurrence
agitated

of thin laminated

intertidal

conditions

Above the marker

that elastic deposition

also.

vertically

stacked hemispheroids

same high-energy

contains a bed

for a short period.

bed conditions

changed back to predominantly

shallow subtidal shoals,

in a shallow subtidal and/or

followed by the formation

and thinly laminated

intertidal

carbonate

environment.

algal stromatolites,

(and/or

diagenetic)

of
probably

A white, coarse-crystalline

in the upper part of the upper member probably indicates
depositional

In the

undulosc al~al stromatoli tes that indicates moderately

in high-energy

marker

which suggests

and/

bed at I[igh Creek (section 8) there is a loc~11

deposition

dolomite

dolomite,

con-

conditions

the

as rock type B in

the middle member of the Nounan.
Within 25 to 75 feet of the upper contact of the Nounan Formation
subtidal

to low intertidal

of the rocks increases
derived

environments
rapidly upward.

from erosion of positive areas

are prevalent

where terrigenous

The terrigenous
nearby,

material

shallow
content

is probably

as a result of tectonic movements.
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Slight scouring

at the top of the Nounan (which is common in front of migrating

dunes where the substrate
uppermost

and the sharp contacts

the Worm Creek Member,

represents

the increasing

Nounan (chiefly quartz and microcline,

the Worm Creek),

deposition

is unconsolidat.ed),

the two major components

of all sand and carbonate

The Worm Creek Member

of influx of sand into the area.

of

units within

all suggest that there is most likely no break in

between the Nounan and Worm Creek.
a culmination

sand content of the

11

ORIGIN AND SIGNIFICANCE OF DOLOMITE

General

In order to understand
chemical

aspects

A discussion

placement)

of both "primary"

that essentially
spread

anagenetic

(chemical

precipitation

in the Nounan Formation

replacement

The following evidence
pellets,

rip-up-clasts

(2) various inorganic

dolomite grains

(Chilinger,

and (4) vertical

nnd lateral

cutting across

of dolomite will first be discussed.
or syngenetic

(Fairbridge,

supports

Bissell,
association

structures;

of wide-

1967) of original

this conclusion:

(flat intraclasts),

sedimentary

is the result

aragon-

(1) ghosts of

fossils,

and algal

(3) large sizes of

and Wolf, 1967; Leighton and Pendexter,
with limestone

beds, with dolomi tization

bedding.

Chemical Aspects

A simplified

re-

dolomite will not appear here because all evidence indicates

(subsurface)

oncolites,

laminations;

of formation

dolomite

all of the dolomite

ite nnd calcite.
oolites,

the origin of dolomite in the Nounan Formation,

and mechanisms

and detrital

Statement

equation that sums up dolomite replacement

of calcite is:

1962);
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The Mg/ Cn ratio probably
action represented
pCO~,

catalysis,

tribute

(Friedman

replaee

by the above equation,

original

and Sanders,

enough to approach

with dolomite,

(Deffeyes,

also con-

by a partial

The initial inorganic

of much of the magnesium

Lucia,

and perhaps other factors

and Weyl, 1965).
calcite

Dolomitization

High-magnesium

probably

For example,

considerable

sufficient

calcium as gypsum,
quantities

for widespread

brines

brine probably

is the major

1969).

to form in quantity and affect extensive

for extended periods

time would be needed for evaporation
and/or high-Mg calcite,

by dolomite.

The widespread

indicate

of magnesium

presence

that such special

to pre-

and thus to form

of hyper saline brines with high concentrations

replacement

evaporation

as the brine passes downward

must exist near the surface

aragonite,

of dolomite in the Nounan Formation
met.

from sea-water

of the Nounan Formation

special conditions

cipitate

sea water,

in solution can cause a great rise in the

in sediments

In order for high-magnesium

of time.

increased

of large

from supersaturated

(reflux) due to its highly density (Goodell and Garman,

areas,

solution-reprecipi-

precipitation

and connate brines resulting

cause of dolomite replacing

tend to

has been reduced enough and calcium

equilibrium.

Mg/Ca ratio in the surface

Eh, pH,

perhaps

amounts of calcium as gypsum and as aragonite
and a retention

temperature,

Waters with high Mg/Ca ratios

1967).

until magnesium

single factor in the re-

although salinity,

grain compositions,

calcium carbonate

tation process,

is the most important

and thickness

conditions were
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Two proposed
evaporative

mechanisms

of dolomitization

pumping and downward movement

pumping will be touched on only briefly,
for most,

if not all, dolomitization

of the Nounan Formation.

provides

in arid regions

process

sabkhas and in desert

by sediments

in an evaporitic
playas.

Basically,

evapor-

of sea water moving

(HsU and Siegehthaler,

with saline pore waters.

crust at the surface,

Such deposits

ten feet, even where extensive

In order to dolomitize
Formation

Evaporative

1969).

the energy for the upward movement of subsurface

underlain

usually results

exceeding

upward migration

the surface water being evaporated

This evaporation
waters

of brine (reflux).

here,

because reflux probably is responsible

ative pumping involves a landward and/or
in to replace

arc worth discussing

generally

The

both in supratidal

are very thin, seldom

laterally.

the immense

volume of rock involved in the Nounan

downward movement of brines (reflux) probably was necessary.

Evidence

that hypersaline

Bonaire,

where much of the surficial

movement of brines

brines

(Murray,

can dolomitize

1969).

lime sediments

is found in south

sediment has been dolomitized
The considerable

lateral

by downward

and vertical

extent of the dolomite in the Nounan and evidence of lateral

replacement

stone,

and a large amount of

suggest that there must have been high permeability

available
for-volume

brine.

Petrographic

basis because

by molecule-for-molecule

data show replacement

probably was on a volume-

there is no evidence of porosity
replacement.

of lime-

that would be created

X-ray data show the dolomitization

to be

complete where present.
Presumably,
tidal to intertidal

there must have been an extensive,
basin where evaporation

shallow,

restricted

could produce large quantities

of

sub--

1.1

hvpt\l':-mllno l>rincH with high Mg/Ca ratios.
al Uwu11:hpossibly

not crucial,

so that evaporation
Possibly,

force , gravity,

would be a seasonally

could exceed precipitation

local supratidal

these conditions

environments

(Deffeyes,

Lucia,

for extended periods

and Weyl, 1965).

throug-h tho underlying

so that dense,

sediments

Mg-rich

Bahamas,

from 400 to 8000 feet thick are present,
composed

of limestone,

According

to the Goodell-Garman

driving

hypothesis,

vertical

In the northern

derived

sequence

sequences

during periods

sections

Oil
ranging

largely

1969).

when sea level dropPossibly,

of the upper sequence

and could result

in development

durof a

in the upper part of each sequence.

(upper member)

(middle and lower members),

in the southern

from

In the Superior

four dolomite

dolomitization

and limestone

in the Superior

a

downward from the water table

half of the study area the Nounan Formation,

of dolomite

of the four sequences

pore waters

in the area above the water table.

episode of dolomitization,

persistent

that reflux requires

240 to 1000 feet thick (Goodell and Garman,

zonation should appear

ing a subsequent

limest.one

a natural

each capped by thin sequences

such a sequence would influence partial

of dolomite

of time.

Presumably

to cause dolomiti:r,ation.

Company test well at Andros Island,

alternations

dry climate

areal extent would enhance

(1969) postulated

leaching- above the water table then can percolate

laterally

to reflux,

would move the brine through the sediment.

drop in sea level,

ped vertical

conducive

or a permanently

of considerable

In contrast , Goodell and Garman
significant

Another condition

is similar

test well.

is dissimilar.

overlying

with its
a thick sequence

to the sediments

However,
Possibly,

the virtual

found in each
absence

after a period of

of
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emergence,

if a period of eustatic

rock could be eroded off.
and dolomitization

sea-level

If this surface

of sea level might create

were again submerged

deposited

above, there might be

in the geologic record.

a cap rock of low-magnesium

would bo preserved

magnesium

fol1owed, the entire cap

of unconformity

later affected the sediments

no clear evidence of this unconformity

merged,

stability

as calcite.

Also, fluctuation

calcite which, when sub-

Land (19G7) found that decreasing

the

content in calcite lowered the chance of calcite being dolomitized

(Goodell and Garman , 1969).
Therefore,

the distribution

be accounted for qualitatively
questionable

of rock types in the Nounan Formation

by the Goodell-Garman

whether their hypothesis

of cannibalism

mitize a lower section 2 to 8 times thicker
tho upper contacts
Forrnntion

intervals

arc sharp , anci possibly

represent

further

by vertically

original

and laterally

of the Nounan Formation

it is

feasible.

Additionally,

in the upper member of the Nounan

eviden ce counter to the Goodell-Garman

tion the limestones

However,

of an upper section to dolo-

is quantitatively

of the limestone

than nccldonts of diagcnesis

hypothesis.

might

breaks

in ciopo:-dtion rather

moving pore waters.

hypothesis,

As

from section to sec-

vary unsystematically

in thickness

and location within the upper member.
It appears

been similar
Banks today.
aragonite,

more reasonable

that conditions during Nounan time may have

to the shallow subtidal evaporation
Supersaturation

basin present

of calcium carbonate

would result in precipitation

which makes up 80 percent of the carbonate

would increase

the Mg/ Ca ratio of the water.

in the Great Bahama

sediment

there today, and

A continued increase

in the ratio

of
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would create

magnesium-rich

brines

downward through the sediments

with high densitites

and laterally.

dolomi ti zing great volumes of sediment,

dominantly
laterally

of limestone

in the northern

it would create

,

from the sediment-water

mitizing as they travel both vertically

for the interfingering

capable of flowing
interface

This model is capable of

and also provides

a possible

mechanism

and dolomite in the upper member,

found pre-

half of the study area.
interfingering

dolomites

As the brine spreads

for preservation

of limestones

drop in sea level was necessary
the water table?),
certain

depth.

hypothesis

dolomitizalion

proposal

to explain limestones

submergence
needed.

This composite

evidence

Possibly

in the upper member
was complete

fore,

similar

in the upper member,

but retains

the concept of

to account for the volume of Mg

shows that shallow-water

conditions

to that of sediments

necessary

encountered

for high-magnesium

study area through long periods

conditions

beneath the Bahamas.

probably
a

There-

brines probably existed within the

of time, and resulted

of all of the lower and middle members

(above

only below a

existed within the study area throughout deposition of the Nounan Formation,
situation

a

employs part of the Goodell-Garman

during most of the dolomitization,

Environmental

is the lack of an

at the top of the sequence.

to alter mineralogies

so that subsequent

out

and limestones.

The major problem with this model for dolomitization
explanation

and dolo-

in dolomitization,

and much of the upper member.

by reflux,
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PALEOGEOGRAPHIC

During deposition
sea level rose gradually,

of the lower and middle members

G). Also, Lechman-Balk

rnoved eastward

of the Nounan Formation,

or the sea floor subsided gradually,

GOOfeet of mostly shallow-subtidal
(Figure

RECONSTRUCTION

carbonates

accumulated

or both, for 2 80 to
in north-central

(1972) noted that the mainland shoreline

into the Dakotas by the middle of Drcsbachian

Tooele Arch probably was a major positive area controlling
lJ tah is shown by the E-W trend of thickness

studied (Figure 5).

However,

contours

time.

Utah
had

That the

deposition

in northern

in the south part of the area

the loss of sand southward

suggests

that the Tooele

Arch may not have been emergent.
Local differential

subsidence

in the combined thickness
such variations
graphy,

during deposition

of the lower and middle members

could also result from deposition

exposure

is suggested

and differential

erosion

(Figure 6).

on irregular

prior to deposition

by variations

pre-existing

member

of subsequent

dolomitization.

is used as a datum horizon,

ing topography prior

to deposition.

of the upper member

in four sections,

local differential

subsidence

due to

If the upper contact of the middle

the base of the Nounan Formation

falls 50 to 200 feet from section to section,

topo-

of tho upper member,

or change in position of the contact of the middle and upper members
irregularities

However,

possibly

The presence

and

an indication of a gently roll-

of terrigenous

and inspection

rises

of Figures

during deposid.on is most likely.

sand at the base
3-7, suggest that
This conclusion

is

48

prohablc

oRpocinlly
mately

if tho upper contact with the Worm Creek Member is approxi-

vc In north-central

ti nio-<'orrclati

deposition

and/or exposure

During deposition

Utah and does not represent

of the upper member of the Nounan, the shoreline

sand marked the continued deposition
sediments

Indications
deposited
became

deposition

of an emergent

conditions

during deposition

gradational,

northern

oral communication),

than the Tooele Arch, which

suggest that all three members

shallow shoal with local intertidal

more prominent

tcrrigcnous

(J. E. Bireher,

in the Worm

submerged.

of high-energy

on a broad,

The overall

Formation

carbonates.

2 5 to 74 feet of

thickening of quartzite

source for the sand rather

probably was nearly or entirely

influx of terrigenous

abundant in the uppermost

the upper member , and marked northward
Crock Member of the St. Charles

and periodic

of shallow subtidal to supratidal

are especially

both suggest a northward

of

and erosion.

probably advanced toward the area of deposition,

Tcrrigenous

cessation

and supratidal

flats that

of the upper member.

yet sharp Nounan-Worm

overwhelmed

were

carbonate

deposition

source which presumably

reached

Creek contact suggests
at this point as a result
maximum elevation

at

this time.
In the upper member,
there of dolomitization
possibly

extensive

study area.

limestone

from north to south, indicate

supratidal

conditions

existed north,

Downward moving (refluxing)

all of the sediment,
differential

considerable

that shallower
west,

water and

and south of the

brines were not capable of dolomitizing

probably because of distances

permeability,

in the north and evidence

and the mineralogy

from the source of the brines,

of the carbonates.

Also, local

49

emergence

of the sediments

may have aided in creating

in the northern
the interfingered

half of the study area at intervals
dolomite and limestone.
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Appendix B
Tables

Table 1.

Section

Insoluble-residue

Member

Rock
Type

data
Vertical
Distance Above
Base (in feet)

Predominant
Carbonate

Percent
Carbonate

Insoluble
Residue (%)

Other

Rock Name

1

u

A

495

dolomite

98.3

quartz (1. 7)
Oncolites,
microcline (Tr ..) Layered-andmottled
illite (Tr.)
structures

Med. xlln
oncolitic
dolomite

1

u

C

1050

dolomite

84.3

quartz (15. 5)
Quartz
microcline (0. 2) grains form
a rind
around
dolomite

Fine to med.
xlln
quartzose
dolomite

4

u

C

890

dolomite

81.5

Reddishquartz (16. 6)
microcline (1. 3) _brown wavy
parallel
algal
laminations

Fine to med.
xlln
quartzose
algal
dolomite

6

L

A

150

dolomite

99.7

microcline

Med. xlln
dolomite

6

u

D

670

calcite

93.8

quartz (4. 7)
oncolites
microcline (1. 5)

(. 03)

Fine xlln
oncospari te
O')

c.n

Table

1. Insoluble-residue

Rock
Ty:ee

data {continued}
Vertical
Distance Apove
Base (in feet}

Section

Member

6

u

B

915

6

u

D

1012

7

u

C

8

L

8

u

Predominant
Carbonate

Percent
Carbonate

Insoluble
Residue (%}

Other

Rock Name

dolomite

93.3

quartz (4. 0)
ill i te (2 . 1 )
feldspar (0. 6)

undulose
algal
laminae

Fine xlln
algal
biolithite
(dolomite)

calcite

32.0

quartz (55)
hyalophane (45)

resistant
sandy lenses
probably algal
in origin

Fine grained
calcareous
arkose

795

dolomite

42.0

quartz

forms a loose
sandy rind of
quartz around
inner dolomite

Fine grained
dolomitic
quartz arenite

A

10

dolomite

99.9

microcline

(0. 1)

short white
stringers
(possible
shell relics)

Fine to medium
xlln dolomite

D

980

calcite

97.0

illite (2. 5)
microcline (0. 5)

Light color
almost
vitreous
luster

Fine xlln
sparite

(58)

en
O')

Table 1.

Insoluble-residue

Rock
Type

data (continued)
Vertical
Distance Above
Base (in feet}

Predominant
Carbonate

Section

Member

9

u

A

450

dolomite

9

u

C

695

dolomite

10

M

B

310

dolomite

Percent
Carbonate

Insoluble
Residue (%)

100.0

94. 8

99.8

quartz (5. 1)
feldspar (0. 1)
insufficient
residue
to work with

Other

Rock Name

reddish- brown
limonite

Med. xlln
dolomite

near the upper
contact

Fine to med.
xlln dolomite
Coarse xlln
dolomite

Table 2.

Section

X-ra,t

diffraction

Member

data

Rock Type

Vertical
Distance Above
Base (in feet)

Estimated
Percent

Mineralogy

Rock Name

1

u

C

690

quartz
dolomite

55
45

Med. xlln and fine
grained dolomitic
quartz arenite

1

u

C

1050

dolomite
quartz

80
20

Fine to med . xlln
quartzose dolomite

2

u

C

700

quartz
montmorillonite
microcline

60

Fine grained
arkose

l

J-

40

4

u

C

540

dolomite
quartz

85
15

Fine to med. xlln
quartwse
dolomite

8

u

C

715

hyalophane

99

Very fine grained
arkose

8

u

A

730

dolomite

99

Fine to med. xlln
dolomite

8

u

C

770

quartz
dolomite
microcline

75
20
5

Fine to med. xlln
dolomitic subarkose
-m

,CT:)

Table 2.

X-ray djffraction

data (continued)
Vertical
Distance Above
Base (in feet)

Mineralogy

Estimated
Percent

860

calcite

100

Fine xlln limestone

A

890

dolomite

100

Med. to coarse
dolomite

u

D

950

calcite

99

Fine xlln sparite

u

C

740

dolomite
quartz
feidspar

60
35
5

Med. to coarse xlln
quartzose dolomite

Section

Member

Rock Type

8

u

D

8

u

8
10

Rock Name

xlln

Table 3.

Section

Petrograehic

Member

Rock
Tyee

data
Vertical
Distance Above
Base (in feet}

Mineralogy and size (average, in mm)
Crystals (X) and
MatrQC (M) and
Grains (G} {%}
.Cement {C} ('.&}

Other

Rock Name

1

u

A

525

dolomite (X; 100)
0. 14 and 0. 08
(two modes)

Layered-andmottled
structures

1

u

A

540

dolomite
0.19

Med. xlln
oncolite
oncolitic and
ghosts, 1. 7
oolitic dolomite
mm, oolite
ghosts 0. 08 mm

1

u

C

690

dolomite (X; 59) • 35
quartz (G; 40) . 09

feldspar

(M; 1)

1

u

A

730

dolomite

hematite
limonite
5) . 004

and
(M;

1

u

C

890

dolomite (X; 86) . 12
quartz (G; 14) • 07

1

u

A

950

dolomite

(X; 100)

(X; 95) . 12

(X; 100) . 04

Fine and med.
xlln dolomite

Fine grained and
med. xlln
quartzose dolomit e
oolite ghosts,
0.32 mm

Med. xlln oolitic
dolomite

quartz
dominant along
laminations

Med. xlln
quartzose dolomite

laminations
and some
microspar

Fine xlln
dolomite

-;J

0

Table 3.

Section

Petrographic

Member

Rock
Type

data {continued}
Vertical
Distance Above
Base (in feet}

Mineralogy and size (average,
in mm)
Matrix (M) and
Crystals (X) and
Cement (C} {%}
Grains (G} (%}
dolomite (X; 65) • 13
quartz (G; 30) . 09

hematite
limonite

1

u

A

1030

2

u

C

690

dolomite (X; 76)
. 10
quartz (G; 24) . 07
feldspar (G; Tr)

limonite (M; Tr)
muscovite (M; Tr)

2

u

C

700

quartz

clay and feldspar
(M; 40)

4

u

C

540

dolomite (X; 93)
. 06, quartz (G; 6. 6)

(G; 60) . 06

limonit~
muscovite

and
(M; 5)

(M; . 4

Other

Rock Name

Loose sandy
rinds around
dolomite

Med. xlln
quartzose
dolomite

laminations

Med. -xlln
quartzose
dolomite

Fine grained
arkose
Fine to med.
xlln dolomite

)

8

M

B

210

dolomite
.41

(X; 100)

Med. to coarse
xlln dolomite

8

u

A

495

dolomite
.12

(X; 100)

Med. xlln
dolomite

8

u

A

690

dolomite
.33

(X; 100)

oolite ghosts
.25 mm

Fine xlln
laminated
dolomite

....

-;J

Table 3.

Section

Petrographic

Member

data {continued}

Vertical
Rock Distance Above
T,YEe Base {in feet}

Mineralogy and size (average,
in mm)
Crystals (X) and
Matrix (M) and
Cement {q {%}
Grains {G} {%}

8

u

A

750

dolomite
. 33

8

u

C

780

8

u

D

8

u

8

8

Rock Kame

Other
oolite ghosts

Med. to
coarse xlln
oolitic dolomite

quartz (G; 76) . 10
dolomite (X; 19) . 11
microcline
(G; 5) • 03

laminations

Fine to med.
xlln dolomitic
subakrose

845

calcite (X; 100) .
. 05
feldspar (G; Tr)

pellet ghosts
.05-2.0mm
burrows

Fine xlln
pelsparite

D

855

calcite
.07

hematite
limonite

Fine xlln
spa rite

u

A

880

dolomite (X; 90)
. 18
quartz (G; 10)
. 06

u

A

890

dolomite
. 32

(X; 100)

(X; 100)

(X; 100)

and
stains

limonite forms
dark bands
parallel to
bedding

Med. to coarse
xlln quartzose
dolomite

Med. to coarse
xlln dolomite
-.;J
t,j

Table 3.

Section

PetrograEhic

Member

Rock
Type

data {continued}
Vertical
Distance Above
Base {in feet}

Mineralogy and size (average,
in mm)
Matrix (M) and
Crystals (X) and
Grains {G} {%}
Cement {C} { %}

Other

Rock Name

8

u

D

960

calcite (X; 99)
. 006
quartz (G; 1) . 06

semi-vitreous
luster

Fine xlln
sparite

8

u

C

1115

dolomite (X; 86)
.40
quartz (G; 14)
.11
microcline (Tr)

algal
laminate

Coarse xlln
quartzose
dolomite

10

u

A

680

dolomite
.25

intraclast
ghosts

Med. to coarse
xlln dolomite

10

u

C

740

dolomite (X; 62)
.28
quartz (G; 38)
.08

limonite and
hematite
staining
along algal
laminations

Med. to coarse
xlln quartzose
dolomite

(X; 100)

74

Appendix

Plates

C
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Plate 1.

Layered-and-mottled
structure,
rock type A, dolomite,
near the base of lower member of Nounan Formation ,
Dr y Canyon (section 2). Lens cap diameter 2 in.

Plate 2.

Intraclast conglomerate,
rock type A, dolomite, upper
member of Nounan Formation,
675 feet above base, Garden
~ity (section 10). Depression in pick handle (lower left) 0.2
in. long. Photo on side; top is at left.

76

Plate 3.

Nounan-Bloomington contact, Dry Canyon (section 2).
View south shows thin beds of Bloomington Formation
sharply overlain by medium beds of Nounan Formation.
Dark colored rock is limestone, light colored rock is
dolomite.
Not.e that the dolomite locally extends downward into the Bloomington as much as six feet.

Plate 4.

Cross-stratification,
rock- type A, dolomite,, lower
member of Nounan Formation, Garden City (section 10).
Lens cap diameter 2. 2 in.

77

Pl a te 5 .

Planar laminated algal stromatolite , rock type B, dolomite ,
near the top of upper member of Nounan Formation,
Temple
Ridge (section 6) . Scale 6 inches long.

Plate 6.

Undulose laminated algal stromatolite with lighter colored
material capped by more resistant darker colored material,
rock type B, dolomite, upper member of Nounan Formation,
Blacksmith Fork (section 1). Hammer shank (upper left)
O. 75 in. wide.

78

Plate 7.

Wavy algal laminations etched out by differential weathering,
rock type C, quartzose dolomite, upper member of Nounan
Formation,
730 feet above base, Garden City (section 10).
Term "Estwing" 1. 4 in. long.

Plate 8.

Resistant, discontinuous,
wavy parallel algal structure
separated by less resistant dark dolomite, rock type C,
upper member of Nounan Formation,
815 feet above base,
Threemile Canyon (section 4). View approximately 3 feet
high.

79

Plate 9.

Bedding surface showing tops of vertically stacked algal
hemispheroids,
rock type D, limestone, upper member of
Nounan Formation, 860 feet above base, Temple Ridge
(section 6). Scale six inches long.

Plate 10.

View north from ridge just north of Antimony Canyon, Wellsville Mountain. Two light-colored resistant dolomite sequences
(rock type B) form the base and t.op of the middle member of the
Nounan Formation.
Variable rock types of upper member form
the eastern skyline (top of Nounan not shown). Base of middle
member is in fault contact with the Bloomington Formation.
Ridge shown is immediately south of Dry Canyon (section 2).
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Appontllx D

Measured Stratigraphic

Sections

81
Section 1
Location:

Lower and middle members measured from east to west on east side,
upper member measured from south to north along ridge line of N-S
trending spur, north of road, 7. 8 miles east of river bridge at mouth
of Blacksmith Fork Canyon, 1. 3 miles east of junction of Left Fork,
SE/4, Sec. 1, T 10 N., R 2 E., Cache County, Utah.
Worm Creek Member,

St. Charles

Formation

Sharp, planar contact.
Nounan Formation
Upper Member
Unit 17

Unit 16

Unit 15

Unit 14

Unit 13

Unit 12

Dolomite, medium gray (N5) to very light gray (NS),
weathers medium light gray (N6), medium crystalline,
wavy parallel laminae, discontinuous wavy algal laminae,
sandy (quartzose) throughout
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Limestone, medium dark gray (N4), weathers light gray
(N7), fine crystalline,
wavy algal laminae, intraclasts,
beds average O. 10 foot
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Thickness
in feet

18

8

Dolomite, medium gray (N5), weathers grayish orange
(10YR7/4) to light gray (N7), medium crystalline,
wavy
parallel and even parallel laminae, wavy algal laminae,
intraclasts
in lower half, beds average 0. 10 foot, sandy
(quartzose) throughout
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

19

Dolomite, medium gray (N5), weathers medium gray (N5),
wavy parallel laminae, isolated
fine to medium crystalline,
simple vertical burrows, sandy (quartzose) throughout, beds
average O. 35 foot
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10

Dolomite, .medium gray (N5), weathers medium gray (N5)
medium crystalline,
low-angle cross laminae (dunes) in
lower two-thirds with even parallel laminae in upper onethird, intraclasts,
beds average 0. 20 foot
. . . . . . . . .

15

Dolomite, light gray (N7), weathers yellowish gray (5Y8/l),
medium crystalline,
even parallel laminae in lower half
large vugs in lower half filled with rings of secondary
calcite, isolated ~;implc vertical burrows, beds average
0. 60 foot, forms cliffs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

17

82
Thickness

lipper

Member

Unit l l

Unit 10

Unit 9

Unit 8

Unit 7

Unit 6

in feet

Dolomite, medium li!);ht gray (N6) to medium gray (NS),
weathers light gray (N7), medium crystalline,
low-angle
cross laminae (dunes) in upper half, even parallel laminae in
lower half, ripple marks in upper half, vugs near the top,
intraclasts near the bottom, beds average 0. 25 foot . . . .

23

Dolomite, medium gray (NS), weathers moderate yellowish
brown (10YR5/4) to light gray (N7) medium crystalline,
numerous sandy (quartzose) lenses and wavy parallel algal
laminae throughout, intraclasts near bottom, isolated simple
vertical burrows, beds average 0.30 foot, forms slopes .

19

Dolomite, medium light gray (N6) to medium dark gray (N4),
weathers medium light gray (N6) to medium dark gray (N4),
fine to medium crystalline,
intraclasts
throughout, layeredand-mottled structures at top and bottom wavy parallel
algal laminae near bottom, isolated simple vertical burrows
lenses of sandy (quartzose) dolomite at bottom, beds
average 0.35 foot
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

45

Dolomite, very light gray (NS) to medium dark gray (N4),
weathers yellowish gray (5Y8/l) to medium dark gray (N4),
fine to medium crystalline,
coarse crystalline lenses,
low-angle cross laminae (dunes) in lower three-quarters,
even parallel laminae in upper one-quarter,
thick beds,
tongue of dark gray (N3) dolomite in middle with white
stringers,
large vugs, beds average 0.85 foot, forms
resistant ledge, white dolomite marker
. . . . . . . . . . . .

68

Dolomite, light gray (N7) to medium gray (NS), weathers
light gray (N7) to yellowish orange (5Y7/ 4), low-angle
cross laminae (dunes) and even parallel laminae at top,
oolites and oncolites (2. 0 mm maximum size) in lower
half, intraclas ts in lower two-thirds,
locally burrow
churned, beds average 0. 50 foot
. . . . • . . . . . . . . . .

124

Dolomite, pale yellowish brown (10YR6/4), weathers
light brown (5YR6/4), fine crystalline,
wavy algal
laminae form pseudo-ripples,
vertical and horizontal
burrows, sandy (quartzose) throughout, beds average
0.15 foot, sandy marker
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10

83
Thickness
in feet
Unit G

Unit 4

Unit

:1

Dolomite, medium dark gray (N4) to light gray (N7),
weathers mcdi um gray (NG) to light gray (N7), fine
to medium crystalline,
low-angle cross laminae
(rluncA) in lower half and at top, wavy parallel laminae
in upper half, even parallel laminae in middle and at
top, oncolites throughout, wavy parallel algal laminae
in lower half, vugs and white stringers
locally, layeredand-mottled structures throughout, beds average O. 80
foot

152

Dolomite, medium gray (N5), weathers medium light
gray (N6), medium crystalline,
low-angle cross
laminae (dunes) wavy parallel laminae, oncolites and
layered-and-mottled
structures throughout, sandy
(quartzose) throughout, beds average O. 15 foot

26

Dolomite, medium gray (N5) to dark gray (N3),
weathers medium dark gray (N4) to grayish orange
(lOYR 7 /4), medium crystalline,
white elongate stringers
at top, Isolated simple verticnl burrows at top, beds
a vo rng-e O. :l fi foot

27

Middle Member
Dolomite, white (N9) to light gray (N7), weathers light
gray (N7), medium to coarse crystalline,
low-angle
cross laminae (dunes) and even parallel laminae scattered
throughout, vugs 4mm in diameter locally, beds average
1. 0 foot

Unit 2

419

Lower Member
Unit

1

Dolomite, medium gray (N5) to medium dark gray (N4),
weathers medium dark gray (N4), medium crystalline,
low-angle cross laminae (dunes) dip south, wavy parallel
laminae in lower half, layered-and- mottled structures
near
middle, lenses of chert near middle, isolated simple
vertical burrows at top, beds average 0. 70 foot
.......
.

Sharp,

irregular

Bloomington

contact

Formation

Total

70
1070

84

Section 1

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1070'-

IOOO'12
11
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9

8

800'-

400' -

o'-

8G

Section 2
Location:

M<':tHU red from west to cast along ridge line of E-W trending
8pur on
th(' nank of Dry Cnnyon, :3. 3 miles north of Brigham City, Utah, on
we1:,t side of Wellsville Mountain, SE/4, Sec. 25, T 10 N, R 2 W.

Worm Creek Member,

St. Charles

Formation

Sharp , planar contact above abrupt increase
feet of Nounan

in sand in upper 27

Nounan Formation
Upper Member

Unit 16

Unit

15

Unit 14

Unit 13

Unit 12

Thickness
in feet

Dolomite, light gray (N7), weathers yellowish gray
(5Y8/l), medium crystalline wavy parallel laminae,
sandy (quartzose) throughout, beds average O. 34 foot

27

Dolomite, medium gray (N5), weathers light gray (N7),
mcdiu m crystalline,
wavy parallel and even parallel
laminae in middle, low-angle cross laminae (dunes) at
top, intraclasts at top and bottom, isolated simple verticnl burrows at top, sandy (quartzose) in lower half, thin
beds at bottom average less than 0. 1 foot, beds in upper
part average 0. 35 foot
. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .

40

Dolomite, medium light gray (N6) to medium gray (N5),
weathers grayish orange (10YR7/4), medium to coarse
cyrstalline,
even parallel laminae in upper half and
climbing dunes locally in lower half, intraclasts at top,
isolated simple burrows at the top, sandy (quartzose)
lenses throughout forms slopes, beds average 0.10
foot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

31

Dolomite, very light gray (N8), weathers very light
gray (N8), medium crystalline,
wavy parallel laminae
at bottom, sandy (quartzose) throughout, forms ledges,
beds average 0.40 foot
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

21

Dolomite, light gray (N7) to medium gray (N5), weathers
light gray (N7) to medium gray (N5), medium crystalline,
even parallel laminae at the bottom, intraclasts
parallel
to bedding in beds throughout, slightly sandy (quartzose)
throughout, beds average 0. 0 9 foot . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

45

8G
· Thickness
in feet
Unit 11

Unit 10

Unit 9

Unit 8

Unit 7

Dolomite, very light gray (NS) to medium light gray
(N6), weathers light gray (N7) to medium light gray
(NG), fine and medium crystalline
low-angle cross
laminae (dunes) dip north in middle, wavy parallel
laminae in upper half, intraclasts
in upper half, beds
average 0. 26 foot, white dolomite marker ........

.

Dolomite, medium gray (N5), weathers medium gray
(NG), medium cryst.1lline, low-angle cross laminae
(cluncR) throughout,
even parallel laminae in middle,
current ripples near top, oolites In middle and onco1itcs near bottom, wavy algal laminae near middle,
white elongate stringers near middle, local intraclasts, isolated simple vertical burrows throughout
lower two-thirds,
ghosts of disarticulated
brachiopod
shells near the bottom, thin sandy lens at top, beds
................
.
average 0.41 foot

52

128

Dolomite, light gray (N7), weathers light gray (N7)
and yellowish gray (5Y8/1), medium crystalline,
even
parallel laminae at bottom, local scour-and-fill
structures less than 6 inches across at bottom, burrow
churned at top, beds average 0. 30 foot . . . . . . . . . . .

30

Dolomite, medium light gray (N6) to medium dark gray
(N4), weathers medium gray (N5) and yellowish gray
(5Y8/l ), medium to coarse crystalline,
low-angle cross
laminae (dunes) in lower half, wavy parallel laminae at
bottom, local scour-and-fill
structures at top, oolites in
lower two-thirds,
isolated simple vertical burrows near top,
beds average 0. 15 foot in the upper one-third and 0. 40 foot
in lower two-thirds
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

67

pale yellowish brown (10YR6/2) to pale brown
(5YR5/2), weathers pale yellowish brown (10YR6/2) to
moderate brown (5YR4/4), fine to medium crystalline,
low-angle cross laminae (dunes) dip northwest, intraclasts, include ripped-up algal mats in upper half, layeredand-mottled structures
in upper half, one-foot-thick lens of
arkose in the lower half, sandy (quartzose) throughout, beds
average . a.20 foot, sandy marker
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

22

Dolomite,

87

Thickness
in feet
Unit 6

Ullil. 5

Dolomite, medium light gray (NG) to medium dark gray
(N4), weathers light olive gray (5Y6/l) to medium dark
gray (N4) , medium crystalline,
high-angle cross laminae
(dunes) in lower half, intraclasts parallel to bedding in
middle, elongate white stringers,
beds average 0. 35
.
foot
................................

45

Dolomite, light olive gray (5Y6/l) to medium light gra y
(NG), weathers light gray (N7) to light olive gray (5YG/1),
fine to medium crystalline,
sandy (qunrtzose) lenses
t hrou1~hout, intraclasts
in upper two-third8, clongab)
white stringers at bottom, beds average 0. :rn Coot ...

10

Middle Member
Unit 4

Dolomite, white (N9) to light gray (N7), weathers
yellowish gray (5Y8/l), medium to coarse crystalline,
even parallel laminae throughout, low-angle cross laminae
(dunes) in lower two-thirds, wavy parallel algal stromatolites
in middle and bottom, beds average 0. 50 foot, forms
ledges
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

41

Lower Member
Unit ~l

Unit 2

Dolomite , medium gray (N5), weathers medium light gray
(N<i) to medium gray (N5), medium ay8talline,
low-angle
crosR laminae (dunes) throughout, even parallel laminae
throughout, ripples at top, layered-and-mottled
structures in lower two-thirds,
oncolites in lower two-thirds,
elongate white stringers in upper half, flat elongate
intraclasts
at top and bottom, vugs less than 1 mm across
at top and bottom, beds average 0. 54 foot, simple isolated vertical burrows at bottom
Dolomite, white (N9), weathers very light gray (NS),
coarse crystalline,
beds average 1. 0 foot, locally
burrow churned, forms slopes
.............
.

152

10

88

Thickness
in feet
Unit 1

Dolomite, medium dark gray (N4) to medium light
gray (NG), weathers light gray (N7) to medium light
gray (NG), fine to medium crystalline,
low-angle
cross laminae (dunes) dip north and south throughout,
even anct wavy parallel laminae throughout, local scourand-fill structures in upper one-third,
oncolites in
middle, oolites in upper half, elongate white stringers
throughout, elongate subparallel intraclasts throughout,
chert lenses at bottom, beds average 0. 50 foot .....
.

Total
,sharp,

irregular

Bloomington

contact with 3 to G inches relief

Formation

1149

89
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Section 3

Location:

Measured from west to east ridge 1ine of E-W trending spur on the
north flank of Dry Hollow, south of Hyde Park Canyon, 2-3 miles
ENE of Hyde Park, Utah, NE/4 Sec. 6, T 12 N, R 2 E.
Worm Creek Member,

St. Charles

Formation

Sharr, planar contact
Nounan Formation
Upper Member

Unit 8

Unit 7

Unit G

Unit G

Thickness
in feet

Dolomite, medium dark gray (N4), weathers medium gray
(N5), medium crystalline,
beds average 0.42 foot ...
Covered sandy, (quartzose)
half
...................

dolomite

Dolomite, light gray (N7), weathers
coarse crystalline,
structureless

in float in upper
· · · · · · · · · · ·
light gray (N7),
.......
.

Dolomite, medium gray (NG) to dary gray (N3),
weathers medium gray (N5), medium erystalline,
low-angle cross laminae (dunes) near top and near
bottom, even parallel laminae locally in lower half,
oncolites in lower half, elongate white stringers locally,
layered-and-mottled
structures
in lower half, intraclasts near bottom, beds average 0. 45 foot, partially
covered, possible fault in this unit and/or unit 7 based
on partial, section measured by R. Q. Oaks and L. D.
............•......
Wakeley 3-:1/2 miles south

4

250

50

177

Middle Member
Unit 4

Dolomite, medium light gray (N6) to light gray (N7),
weathers light gray (N7), medium to coarse crystalline,
low-angle cross laminae (dunes) in middle, beds average
0. :37 foot, partially covered, possible fault near top
based on partial, faulted section measured by R. Q.
Oaks and L. D. Wakeley 3-1/2 miles south ......
.

121

!)

Lower Member

Unit :1

Unit 2

Unit J

l

Thickness
in feet

Dolomite, medium gray (N5) to medium dark gray (N4),
weathers medium gray (N5), medium crystalline,
vugs
at bottom, elongate white stringers near bottom, beds
.. . ......
.
average O. 24 foot, partially covered

39

Dolomite, light gray (N7), weathers light gray (N7),
coarse crystalline,
structureless,
beds average
0. :i 1 foot
........•...................

19

Dolomite, medium gray (N!i) to medium dark gray
(N4), weathers medium gray (N5), medium crystalline,
low-angle cross laminae (dunes) locally, even parallel
laminae locally, oncolitcs in middle, oolitcs in middle,
layered-and-mottled
structures locally in lower half,
intraclasts local~y in upper half, shell fragments near
top, forms ledges at base, beds average 0.26 foot,
partially covered in upper half, possible fault in covered
sequences based on partial, faulted section measured
by R. Q. Oaks and L. D. Wakeley 3-1/2 miles south ...

Total
Sharp,

planar contact

Bloomington

Formation
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Section 4

Location:

Measured from south to north on south flank of E-W trending ridge
along north side of Three Mile Canyon, 1. 25 miles west of State
Route 162, SE/4, Sec. 4. Description of lower and middle members
from south flank of ridge just east of State Route 162.
Worm Creek Member,
Sharp,

St. Charles

Formation

slightly curved contact

Nounan Formation
Upper Member

Unit 19

Unit 18

Unit 17

Unit l<i

Unit 15

Dolomite, light gray (N7), weathers light gray (N7),
medium crystalline,
beds average 0.25 foot .....
Dolomite, yellowish gray (5Y7 /2), weathers yellowish
gray (5Y7 /2), fine to medium crystalline,
low-angle
cross laminae (dunes) wavy algal laminae, sandy
(quartzose) lens in middle, beds average 0. 29 foot

Thickness
in feet

18

8

Limestone dark gray (N3), weathers medium gray (N5),
medium crystalline,
oolites in middle, intraclasts,
sandy (quartzose) lenses at bottom, beds average
0. 2ri foot

18

Dolomite, medium gray (NG) to medium light gray
(NG), weathers medium gray (N5), medium erystalline,
oven parallel laminae, intraclasts
at top, beds average
0.30 foot
.............................
.

28

Dolomite, dark gray (N3) to light brownish gray
(5YR6/1), weathers medium gray (N5) to light
brownish gray (5YR6/1), medium crystalline,
even
parallel laminae in middle, wavy algal laminae at
bottom, sandy (quartzose) throughout, beds average
0. 29 foot
...........................
.

35

!)4

Thickness
in feet
llnit 11

Unit 13

Unit 12

Unit 11

Unit 10

Unit 9

Unit 8

Unit 7

l)olomitu, light gnty (N7) to very light gray (NH),
weathers light gray (N7), coarne crystalline,
thin
wavy algal stromatolites
near top, beds average
0 . 25 foot, forms ledges
..............

28

Dolomite, medium gray (N5), weathers medium gray
(N5), fine to medium crystalline,
intraclasts
in upper
two-thirds,
elongate white stringers near bottom, sandy
(quartzose) lenses in lower half, beds average 0. 21 foot

31

Dolomite, medium gray (W5) to grayish brown (5YR3/2)
weathers medium gray (N5) medium cristalline,
discontinuous wavy rcs.istant algal structures throughout,
(locally form pseudo-ripples),
oncolitcs near top,
sandy (quartzose) throughout, beds average 0. 1:3 foot

24

Dolomite, very light gray (NS) to pinkish brown (5YR8/l),
weathers pinkish brown (5YR8/1), medium crystalline,
.....
beds average 0. 92 foot, white dolomite marker

20

Dolomite, medium gray (N5) to light gray (N7),
medium gray (N5), fine to medium crystalline,
angle cross laminae (dunes) near bottom, vugs
than 1 mm across near bottom, outcrops poor,
half totally covered
..................

28

weathers
lowless
upper
.

Dolomite, moderate yellowish brown (19YR6/6),
weathers moderate brown (10YR6/6), fine to medium
crystalline, sandy (quartzose) lenses throughout, beds
..................
average 0. 09 foot

.

Dolomite, medium dark gray (N4), weathers medium
low-angle
gray (N5), fine and coarse crystalline,
cross laminae (dunes) near bottom and top, even
parallel laminae locally in upper half, oolites in
middle and near top, elongate white stringers near
middle, local resistant wavy parallel algal laminae,
................
.
beds average 0.40 foot
Dolomite, pale yellowish brown (10YR4/2), weathers
pale yellowish brown (10YR4/2), coarse crystalline,
wavy sandy (quartzose) algal laminae throughout, flat
elongate intraclasts
in lower half, beds average 0. 26
foot, sandy marker
..................

7

193

.

28

95
Thickness
·in feet
Unit G

Unit 5

Unit 4

Unit :i

Dolomite, medium gray (NG), weathers medium gray (N5)
oolites in middle,
to light gray (N7), medium crystalline,
oncolites in middle, layered-and-mottled
structures
locally in lower half, wavy sandy (quartzose) lenses near
the bottom and middle, flat elongate intraclasts at bottom,
beds average 0. 24 foot

149

Dolomite,

medium gray (N5), weathers grayish orange
(10YR7/4),
medium crystalline,
resistant wavy sandy
(quartzose) lenses, beds average 0. 35 foot ......
.

23

Dolomite, medium gray (N5), weathers medium gray
(N5), medium crystalline,
isolated simple vertical
burrows

21

Dolomite,

grayish

(10YR4 /2 ) to moderate

medium gray (N5), weathers
yellowish brown
medium crystalline,
sandy (quart~ose)
average 0.41 foot . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(10YR5 /4),

red

lenses, beds
. . . . . . . . . . . .

20

Middle Member
Unit 2

Dolomite, light gray (N7), weathers light gray (N6),
medium to coarse crystalline,
partially covered
.....

29

Lower Member
Unit 1

Dolomite, medium gTay (NG), weathers medium gray
(N5), medium crystalline,
oncolites and oolites
throughout , beds average 0. 52 foot . ..........
.

Total
Sharp, planar contact
Bloomington

Formation
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Section 5

Location:

Measured from east to west across a N-S trending spur north
of the road 1. 0 mile east of Porcupine Reservoir,
N\V/4,
Sec. 14, T 9 N, R 2 E.
Worm Creek Member,
Sharp,

St. Charles

Formation

planar contact

Nounan Formation
Upper Member

Unit 14

Unit 13

Unit 12

Unit 11

Unit 10

Dolomite, medium light gray (N7), weathers medium
light gray (N7) to grayish orange (10YR7/4), fine to
medium crystalline,
slightly sandy (quartzose)
throughout, beds average 1.0 foot
..............

Thickness
in feet

.

36

Limestone, dark gray (N3) and grayish orange (10YR7/4),
weathers medium gray (N5), fine crystalline,
lowangle cross laminae (dunes) at bottom, sandy (quartzose)
lenses near top, partially covered, beds average O. 61
foot

19

Dolomite, very light gray (NS), weathers light gray (N7),
low-angle cross laminae
medium to coarse crystalline,
(dunes) in upper half, oncolites near bottom, isolated
simple vertical burrows in middle

56

Dolomite, medium dark gray (N4), weathers medium
gray (N5), fine to medium crystalline,
intraclasts
in
lower half, beds average 0. 35 foot
.......
.

30

Dolomite, very light gray (NS) to light gray (N7),
weathers light gray (N7) to yellowish gray (5Y8/l),
medium to coarse crystalline,
lenses of dark dolomite
in middle, wavy algal laminae at bottom, sandy
(quartzose) lenses at bottom, white dolomite marker

51

98

Thickness
in feet
Unit D

Unit

8

Un it 7

Unit

6

Dolomite, medium dark gray (N4) to medi .um light
gray (N6), weathers medium gray (N5) to medium
light gray (N6), fine to medium crystalline,
oncolit es in middle, oolites near bottom, wavy algal
laminae in middle, small vugs in upper half, elongate
white stringers in upper half, intraclasts locally, beds
average 0. GO foot
.. . ...........
.

139

Dolomite, very light gray (N8) to light gray (N7),
weather s light gray (N7), medium to coarse
cr y stalline, beds average 0. 70 foot
Dolomite, gra y ish orange (10YR7 / 4), weathers medium
wavy parallel laminae
gray (N5), r.iedium crystalline,
at bottom, oncolites in middle , scour-and-fill
structures
at top , beds average 0. ;35 foot, sandy (quartzose) lenses
throughout , sandy marker
....................
Dolomite , medium gray (N5) and grayish orange
l0YR7 / 4), weathers medium gray (N5), fine to medium
crystalline , low-angle cross lamina e (dunes) in middle,
wnv y par alle l laminae locally throughout, wave ripples
locally in upper half, scour-and-fill
structures at top,
oncolites in upper third, sandy (quartzose) lenses near
bottom, beds average 0. 33 foot . . . . ... . .......
.

12

.

:32

120

Middle Member
Unit 5

Dolomite , light gray (N7), weathers light gray (N7),
coarse cr ystalline, even parallel laminae in middle,
beds average 1. 0 foot
. ...............
.

70

Lower Member
Unit 4

Dolomite , medium gray (N5), weathers medium gray
(N5), medium crystalline,
low-angle cross laminae dip
southwest in middle, oncolites at bottom, sandy
(quartzose) lenses at bottom, beds average O. 31 foot ..

39

~)9

Thickness
in feet
Unit :1

Unit 2

Unit 1

l)olomlt<~, modi urn dnrk p;ray (N4), weathers nwdiurn
liRht gray (N6), medium crystalline,
low-angle cross
laminae (dunes) in upper half, even to wavy parallel
laminae at bottom, oolites and oncolites locally throughout, elongate white stringers locally throughout, disarticulated shells in middle, beds average 0. 50 foot ..

320

Dolomite, medium dark gray (N4), weathers medium
light gray (N6), medium crystalline,
low-angle cross
la1ninae (dunes) in middle, even parallel laminae in
lower two-thirds,
oncolites throughout, vugs at bottom,
elongate white stringers in upper half, beds average
0.42 foot
........................
.

30

Dolomite, medium dark gray (N4), weathers dark
g-ray (N:l), fine to medium crystalline,
low-angle
cro:-is laminae (dunes) at bottom, oncolitcs in upper
third, chert locally throughout, beds average O. 50
foot
..............................
.

70

Total
Sharp,

irregular

Bloomington

contact with 6 to 12 inches relief

Formation
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Section 6

Location:

Mc':1:-;urod from N\V Lo SE along· ri<IJ.!:Cline of a northwcAt-trending
1:-1puron the Routh Hide of Spawn Creek, 2. 0 miles east of Spawn Creek

und Temple Fork road junction,
Worm Creek Member,
Sharp, planar

SE/ 4, Sec.

St. Charles

:rn, T

13 N, R 4 E.

Formation

contact

Nounan Formation
Upper Member

Unit 14

Unit l:l

Unit 12

Unit 11

Unit 10

Thickness
in feet

Dolomite, light gray (N7), weathers medium
yellowish brown (10YR5/4), medium to coarse
crystalline,
sandy (quartzosc) throughout,
parlia11y covered

:rn

medium dark g-ra_y(N·1), weathers
medium light g-ray (N6) lo light gray (N7), fine
crystalline,
isolated sandy (quartzose) lenses near
bottom and middle, beds average 1. 0 foot

30

Linimitonc,

Dolomite, very light gray (NS) to light gray (N7),
weathers yellowish gray (5Y8/l) to light gray (N7),
coarse crystalline,
low-angle cross laminae (dunes)
in middle, climbing dunes in middle, oncolites in
upper third, pseudo-ripples
in middle, beds average
0. 5 foot, white dolomite marker ...............

.

74

Limestone, medium dark gray (N4), weathers medium
gray (N5), medium crystalline,
low-angle cross laminae
(dunes) in middle, wavy parallel laminae in lower. half,
oncolites throughout, oolites in lower half, vertically
stacked hemispheroids
near top, stylolites locally in
upper half, isolated simple vertical burrows in upper
one-third, beds average 0. 40 foot
.........
.

108

Dolomite, medium light gray (N6), weathers light
gray (N7), medium crystalline,
low-angle bottom tangent
cross laminae in upper two-thirds oncolites in upper twothirds, oolites in lower two-thirds,
vugs near bottom,
elongate white stringers throughout, beds average O. 31
foot
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

40

102
Thickness
in feet
lJnit 9

ll nii H

Unit 7

Limestone, yellowish brown (10YR5/4), weathers
yellowish brown (10YR5/4), fine crystalline,
wavy
parallel laminae, beds average 0. 20 foot, sandy
(quartzose) lenses throughout, sandy marker .....
Limestone, medium dark gray (N4) to medium gray
(N5), weathers medium gray (N5) to medium light
gray (N6), fine crystalline,
oncolites throughout,
small vugs near bottom, sandy (quartzose) lenses near
· middle, beds average O. 40 foot
..............
.
Dolomite, medium gray (N5), weathers medium gray
(N5), medium crystalline,
elongate white stringers
in lower half, intraclasts in lower half, beds average
o.43 foot

...................

. .........

Unit 6

Limestone, medium dark gray (N4), weathers
light gray (N6), fine crystalline,
wavy parallel
in middle, oncolites in lower half, intraclasts
half, beds average 0.41 foot
.........
.

Unit 5

Dolomite, medium gray (N5), weathers medium light
gra y (N6), medium crystalline,
low-angle cross laminae
(dunes) at bottom, wavy parallel laminae in middle,
oncolites in upper two-thirds,
elongate white stringers
near bottom and in upper half, layered-and-mottled
structures in upper half, disarticulated
shell fragments
in middle, isolated simple vertical burrows, beds
average 0. 5 foot in lower three-quarters,
0. 1 foot
in upper one-quarter

10

66

28

medium
laminae
in upper
......
.

71

Middle Member
Unit 4

Dolomite, white (N9) to very light gray (NS),
weathers yellowish gray (5Y8/l) to light gray (N7),
medium to coarse crystalline,
low-angle cross laminae
(dunes) locally throughout, vugs in upper one-third,
elongate white stringers near top and near bottom,
tongues of dark gray dolomite 5 to 15 feet thick near
top and bottom, beds average 0. 45 foot ........
.

350

103

Thickness
in feet
Lower Member
Unit 3

Unit 2

Unit I

Dolomite, medium light gray (N6), weathers light
gray (N7), medium crystalline,
low-angle cross
laminae (dunes) dip southwest in middle, wavy
parallel laminae in upper half, oncolites in upper
half, elongate white stringers near bottom, beds
average 0.48 foot
...................
.

40

Dolomite, very light gray (NS), weathers light gray
(N7), coarse crystalline,
beds average 0. 71 foot ..

12

Dolomite, medium grny (NS), weathers medium light
gray (NG), medium crystalline,
low-angl e cross
laminae (dunes) in upper two-thirds,
even parallel
laminae in lower two-thirds,
ripple marks near
bottom and middle, oncolites locally in middle,
elongate white stringers
in middle, intraclasts
locally in lower half, beds average 0. 55 foot
Total
Sharp,

irregular

Bloomington

contact with 6 to 9 inches relief

Formation
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Section 7

Location:

Measured from east to west along north side of Sugar Pine Canyon,
1. 5 miles south of Utah Highway 39, 2. 2 miles east of Monte Cristo
Peak, SW/4, Sec. 1, TS N, :B4 E.
Worm Creek Member,

St. Charles

Formation

Sharp, planar contact above abrupt increase
of Nounan

in sand in upper 70 feet

Nounan Formation
Upper Member

Unit 1:-l

Unit 12

Unit 11

Unit 10

Unit 9

Unit S

Thickness
in feet

Dolomite, medium light gray (N6), weathers medium
light gray (N6), medium crystalline,
sandy (quartzose)
throughout, beds average 0.41 foot
...........
.

10

Dolomite, medium gray (N5), weathers medium gray
(N5) to pinkish gray (5YRS/1), medium crystalline,
wavy parallel laminae at bottom oncolites at top and
bottom, and locally throughout, even parallel algal
laminae in middle, elongate white stringers near bottom,
intraclasts throughout,
sandy (quartzose) throughout, beds
average 0. 50 foot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

60

Dolomite, very light gray (NS), weathers very light
gray (NS), coarse crystalline,
beds average 1. 1
feet
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

20

Limestone,
medium gray (N5), weathers medium gray
(N5), fine crystalline,
low-angle cross laminae (dunes),
beds average 0. 50 foot
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

S

Dolomite, light gray (N7), weathers yellowish brown
(5 YR6/2) to light gray (N7), thin wavy laminated
algal stromatolites,
beds average 0. 60 foot, white
dolomite marker
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

15

Dolomite, medium gray (N5), weathers medium gray
(N5), medium crystalline,
even parallel laminae in
middle, intraclasts at bottom, beds average 0. 25 foot

132

106

Thickness
in feet
lJnit 7

medium gray
mostly covered
.....

lG

Dolomite, light gray (N7), weathers light gray
(N7), medium crystalline,
wavy parallel laminae
in upper half, even parallel laminae in lower half,
intraclasts
throughout, beds average 0. 65 foot ....

20

LlnwHtotw,

dark gray (N:1), Wliath<)rf!

(N'1), fine l'rystalline,

Unit G

Unit 5

Dolomite, medium gray (N5), weathers medium gray
(NS), fine to medium crystalline,
low-angle cross
laminae (dunes) locally near top and base, even
parallel laminae in upper half, oncolites throughout,
elongate white stringers throughout, layered-andmottled structures throughout, intraclasts throughout,
isolated simple vertical burrows in lower half, beds
average O. 50 foot
. . ................

.

142

Middle Member
l lnlt 1

Unit 3

Unit 2

Dolomltc, vory light gray (N8) to light gray (N7),
weathers yellowish gray (5Y8/l), medium to coarse
cryHtallinc, even parallel laminae in upper half, wavy
parallel laminae in middle, local vugs less than 1 mm
across, beds average 0. 75 foot, forms cliffs .....

123

Dolomite, medium light gray (N6), weathers light
wavy
olive gray (5Y6/l), medium crystalline,
parallel laminae, beds average 0. 21 foot

11

Dolomite, white (N9) to very light gray (NS),
weathers light gray (N7), medium to coarse
crystalline,
beds average 0. 50 foot
.....

30

.

107

Thickness
in feet
Low(1r Mcmhor
UniL 1

Dolomite,

medium gray (N5), weathers olive gray
(5Y4/1) to medium gray (N5), fine to medium
crystalline,
low-angle cross laminae (dunes) locally
in upper half, even parallel laminae in middle, wavy
parallel laminae near bottom, oncolites throughout,
oolites in upper half, elongate white stringers
throughout, local small vugs, layered-and-mottled
structures near top and bottom, intraclasts near
bottom, beds average 0. 65 foot
...........
.

Total
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planar contact

Bloomington

Formation
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Section 8

Location:

Measured from west to east
spur midway between North
Fork of High Creek Canyon,
boundary, SW/4, Sec. 1, T
Worm Creek Member,

along ridge line of major E-W trending
Fork and Little Left IIand Fork of South
4. 5 miles east of the National Forest
14 N, R 2 E.

St. Charles

Formation

Sharp, planar contact above abrupt increase
of Nounan

in sand in upper 73 feet

Nounan Formation
Upper Member

Unit 11

Unit 10

Unit 9

Unit 8

Unit 7

Thickness
in feet

Dolomite, light gray (N7), weathers pale yellowish
brown (10YR6 /2 ), medium crystalline,
low-angle cross
laminae (dunes) in upper half, sandy (quartzose) throughout, beds average 0. 33 foot
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10

Limestone,
medium light gray (N6) to medium darK gray
(N4), weathers pale yellowish brown (10YR6/2) to medium
light gray (N6), fine crystalline,
wavy parallel laminae
at top, scour-and-fill
structures
at top, oncolites near
top, wavy algal laminae near top, shell hash near bottom,
intraclasts
in upper half, sandy (quartzose) throughout,
beds average O. 59 foot
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

63

Limestone, medium light gray (N6) to dark gray (N3),
weathers medium light gray (N6) to medium gray (N5),
medium crystalline,
low-angle cross laminae (dunes) in
upper half, oncolites near top, layered-and-mottled
structures in upper half, intraclasts in upper half, sandy
(quartzose) lenses in middle, disarticulated
shell fragments at bottom, beds average 0. 71 foot . . . . . . .

129

Dolomite, light gray (N7), weathers very light gray
(N8), coarse crystalline,
even parallel laminae in upper
half, beds average 0. 81 foot, white dolomite marker . .

60

Dolomite, medium light gray (N6), weathers light olive
gray (5Y6/l), medium crystalline,
low-angle cross
laminae (dunes) at bottom, oncolites and oolites in
upper half, beds average 0. 25 foot . . . . . . . . . . .

18

110

Thickness
in feet
Unit 6

Unit !3

Unit 4

Unit 3

Limestone,
medium dark gray (N4), weathers
medium light gray (N6), fine crystalline,
oncolites
near top and bottom, wavy parallel algal laminae in
lower half, intraclasts
in middle, simple and branching burrows throughout, disarticulated
shell fragments
..........
.
in middle, beds average 0. lG foot

59

Dolomite, medium grny (NG), weathers mc<i.ium gray
(NG), fine to medium crystalline,
low-angle cross
laminae (dunes) in upper half, even parallel laminae
in lower half, oolites throughout, elongate white
stringers near top, beds average 0. 85 foot .....
.

31

Dolomite, light brownish gray (5YR6/l),
weathers
light brownish gray (5YR6/1), fine to medium
crystalline,
wavy algal laminae throughout, intraclasts in upper half, sandy (quartzose) throughout,
.......
beds average O. 51 foot, sandy marker

15

.

Dolomite, medium gray (N5) to medium light gray
(N6), weathers light gray (N7) to medium gray (N5),
mectium crystalline,
low-angle cross laminae (dunes)
locally throughout, even parallel laminae locally
throughout, scour-and-fill
structures near top and
bottom, oncolites throughout, oolites near top, elongate
white stringers locally in middle, layered-:tnd-mottlcd
structures in lower half, intraclasts
in upper onethird, isolated simple vertical burrows locally, sandy
(quartzose) lenses in middle and near top, beds
average 0. 60 foot
..................
.

271

Middle Member
Unit 2

Dolomite, medium light gray (N6) to very light
gray (N8), weathers light gray (N7) to very light
gray (NS), medium to coarse crystalline,
lowangle cross laminae (dunes) in lower one-third,
even
parallel laminae in middle, tongues of dark gray (N4)
dolomite 4 to 14 feet thick throughout with oncolites
and elongate white stringers contained within, intraclasts near top, beds average 0. 55 foot
......
.

349

111

Lower Member

Unit 1

Thickness
in feet

Dolomite, medium gray (N5) to medium light gray (NG)
lowweathers medium gray (N5), medium crystalline,
angle cross laminae (dunes) near bottom, wavy parallel
laminae in middle, even parallel laminae at top, oolites
in middle , elongate white stringers throughout, layeredand-mottled structures
locally in middle, disarticulated
shell fragments in middle, tongues of white dolomite
locally, beds average O. 65 foot ...............
.

Total

Sharp,

planar contact

Bloomington

Formation
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Section 9

Location:

Measured from SE to NW on NW flank of Left Fork of South Fork of
Ogden River, 9.0 miles south of Monte Cristo Peak, 4.0 miles
ENE of Causey Dam, SE/4, Sec. 20, T 7 N, R 4 E.
Worm Creek Member,
Sharp, planar
of Nounan

St. Charles

Formation

contact above abrupt increase

in sand in upper 24 feet

Nounan Formation
Thickness
in feet

Upper Member

Unit 11

Unit 10

Unit

Unit

Unit

9

8

7

Dolom ite , medium dark gray (N4) to medium light
gray (N6), weathers light gray (N7) to medium light
gra y (N6), medium crystalline,
resistant sandy
(quart zose) lenses throughout, beds average 0. 40
foot
.........................
.
Limestone, dark gray (N3),
gray (N6), fine crystalline,
pseudo-ripples,
intraclasts,
available, sandy (quartwse)
upward
...........
.

weathers medium light
wavy algal laminae form
bedding thicknesses not
content increases
.................
.

Dolomite, medium light gray (N6) to medium gray (N5),
weathers medium light gray (N6) to light gray (N7),
fine to medium crystalline,
low-angle cross laminae
(dune s) in middle, even and wavy parallel laminae near
bottom and middle, oncolites at bottom, oolites in lower
half , thin wavy laminated algal stromatolites
locally,
intraclasts
throughout, beds average O. 70 foot . . . . . .

16

8

121

Limestone,
medium light gray (N6), weathers medium
light gray (N6), medium crystalline,
intraclasts,
bedding surfaces pitted, beds average O. 45 foot

10

Dolomite, medium light gray (N6), weathers medium
light gray (N6), medium crystalline,
west-dipping lowangle cross laminae (dunes) in lower half, oolites in
middle, intraclasts near middle, beds average O. 66
foot
....
. .........................
.

59

114

Thickness
in feet
Unit 6

Unit 5

Dolomite, medium gray (N5), weathers medium light gray
(N6) to grayish orange (10YR7/4), fine to medium crystalline, wavy parallel laminae in middle, wavy algal laminae
in lower half, intraclasts in upper half, sandy (quartzose)
lenses near bottom, beds average 0. 60 foot ......
.
Dolomite, medium light gray (N6) to medium dark gray
(N4), woathcrs medium gray (N5) to medium light gray
(NG), medium crystalline at bottom to fine crystalline
at top, even parallel laminae near top and bottom,
oncoli tes in middle, elongate white stringers near
middle, layered-and-mottled
structures
in middle,
intraclasts locally, saridy (quartzose) lenses at top,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
beds average 0. 60 foot

20

179

Middle Member
Unit 4

Unit :3

Unit 2

Dolomite, light gray (N7), weathers very light gray
(NS) to yellowish gray (5Y8/l), fine to medium
crystalline,
low-angle cross lanimae (dunes) in
middJe, even parallel laminae in upper half, local
.........
.
mottling, beds average 0. 85 foot

50

Oolornitc, medium gray (N5), weathers light gray
(N7), medium crystalline,
low-angle cross laminae
(dunes) near bottom, wavy parallel laminae in middle,
layered-and-mottled
structures near top, beds average
0. 66 foot
.............................
.

79

Dolomite, very light gray (NS) to light gray
(N7), weathers very light gray (NS) to light
gray (N7), medium to coarse crystalline,
even
parallel laminae near bottom, low-angle bottom
tangent cross laminae (dunes) locally, beds average
0. 70 foot
...........................
.

29

1 LS

Lower Member

Unit 1

Thickness
in feet

Dolomite, medium light gray (N6) to medium gray (N5),
weathers light gray (N7) to medium gray (N5), medium
crystalline,
low-angle cross laminae (dunes) in upper
half, wavy parallel laminae near top and bottom,
oncolites locally throughout, oolites in middle, chert
at bottom, beds average 0. 60 foot
............
.

Total
Sharp,

irregular

Bloomington

contact with 6 to 12 inches relief

Formation
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Section 10

Location:

Measured from east to west on east flank of N-S trending ridge 3. 5
miles WSW of Garden City, between Chubby Hollow and Bear Lake
Summit, SW/4 Sec. 26, T 14 N, R 4 E.
Worm Creek Member,

St. Charles

Formation

Sharp, planar contact
Nounan Formation
Upp e r Me mber

Unit 13

Unit 12

Un it 11

Unit 10

Unit 9

Dolomite, medium gray (N5), weathers yellowish
(5Y8/ l) , fine crystalline,
oncolites at top, algal
in upper half, intra clasts near top, beds average
foot, moderately sandy (quartzose) throughout .

Thickness
in feet
gray
laminae
0.35
. . . . .

40

Limestone, light gray (N7) to medium dark gray (N4),
weathers light gray (N7) to medium gray (N5), fine
crystalline, oolites at bottom, algal laminae throughout, ghosts of disarticulated
shells in top and middle,
layered-and-mottled
structures
in middle, intracl usts in upper half, sandy (quartzose) lenses in lower
half, beds average 0.15 foot
. . . . . . . . . . . . .

G!J

Dolomite and limestone, light gra y (N7) and medium
dark gra y (N4), weathers yellowish gray (5Y8/ l) and
medium gray (N5), medium crystalline and fine
cr y stalline, thin wavy algal laminae, dolomite grades
into limestone within 50 feet laterally
. . . . . . . . . . . .

16

Limestone, light gray (N7), weathers light gray (N7),
fine crystalline,
intraclasts
throughout partially
covered
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

13

Dolomite, light gray (N7), weathers light gray (N7),
medium c;rystalline, forms ledges, white dolomite
marker, partially covered, beds average 0. 72 foot .

11

118

Thickness
in feet
Unit 8

Unit 7

Unit 6

Unit 5

Unit 4

Unit 3

Limestone and dolomite, dark gray (N3) and medium
gray (N5), weathers very pale orange (10YR8/2) and
medium gray (N5), fine crystalline,
dolomite and
limestone interfinger laterally, partially covered

8

Dolomite, medium gray (N5), weathers medium
light gray (N6), fine to medium crystalline, lowangle cross laminae (dunes) in middle, oncolites in
lower two-thirds, oolites near top and bottom, even
parallel algal laminae in middle, layered-and-mottled,
intraclasts
in lower half, beds average 0. 50 foot ..

176

Dolomite, medium light gray (N6), weathers dark
reddish brown (10R3/4), fine to medium crystalline,
wavy algal laminae throughout, sandy (quartzose)
throughout, beds average 0. 45 foot, sandy marker .

9

Dolomite and limestone, medium gray (N5) and medium
dark gray (N4), weathers medium gray (N5), medium
and fine crystalline,
oncolites in lower half, wavy algal
laminae throughout, elongate white stringers in lower
half, intraclast conglomerate at bottom, dolomite
grades laterally into limestone, beds average 0. 35
foot
..............................
· ·

58

Limestone, medium gray (N5), weathers medium light
oncolites in lower twogray (N6), fine crystalline,
thirds, wavy algal laminae in upper half, disarticulated
shell fragments throughout, elongate white stringers
locally, intraclasts in middle, beds average 0. 60 foot
in middle, beds average 0. 10 foot at top and
bottom
..............................
.

138

Dolomite, medium gray (N5), weathers medium gray
low-angle cross
(N5), fine to medium crystalline,
laminae (dunes) in middle, oncolites in upper half, oolites
in lower half, isolated simple vertical burrows and ghosts
of shells near top, layered-and-mottled
structures
in
upper half, intraclasts in middle, beds average 0. 70
foot, forms ledges
..................
.

49

119

Middle Member

Unit 2

Thickness
in feet

Dolomite, very light gray (NS) to light gray (N7)
weathers very light gray (NS) to light gray (N7)
medium to coarse crystalline,
even parallel laminae
in middle, local tongues of medium gray (N5) dolomite 2 to 15 feet thick in middle with elongate white
stringers,
layered-and-mottled
structures near
bottom and in middle, vugs locally, beds average
0. 80 foot
...............................

.

22G

Lower Member
Unit l

Dolomite, medium gray (N5) to medium light gray (N6),
weathers medium light gray (N6), medium crystalline,
low-angle cross laminae (dunes) near top and in middle,
even parallel lamin :rn throughout, scour-and-fill
structures near top, oncolites at top, wavy algal laminae at top,
elongate white stringers throughout, layered-and-mottled
structures
throughout, beds average 0. 70 foot
.......
.

Total
Sharp,

irregular

Bloomington

contact with 6 to 12 inches relief

Formation
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EXPLANATION

OF STHATIGHA PlfJC 8ECTIONS

NUMBERED COLUMNS

LITHOLOGIES

fz9

dolomite

limestone
Eo:9
. sand (arenite)
Em

bi.~

chert

fri[J

poorly exposed

D

covered

~

N7-N9}
color
N3-N6

1

{ wavy parallel

·

2.
3

·

even parallel
cross

laminae
laminae

laminae

(dunes)

{ ripples
climbing ripples

4.

scour-and-fill

5.

oolites

6.

oncolites

7.

domal algal structures

8.

algal laminae (flat to wavy
parallel)

9.

burrows

10.

relics

of shells

11.

white stringers

12.

layered-and-mottled
structures

13.

intraclasts

14.

vugs (stylolites in unit 10 of
section 6)

15.

mottled sandy lenses

